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Abstract
Operations in ice-covered waters are increasi ng as Arctic environments become
more accessib le. With this move, there is an increased need for better equip ment,
proce dures, regulations and training to opera te in cold, harsh enviro nments . No
mandat ory training exis ts for lifeboat coxswai ns charged with navigating lifeboats in ice-
cove red water durin g emergency evacua tion situat ions. Thi s study sets out to exami ne
simulator trainin g in comparison with traditional coxswa in training to observe
perform ance in a simulated ice field. Novice participants completed one of three train ing
regimes before performin g a standardized protocol of lifeboat maneuvers within a
simulated ice-field. Performan ce measurement s and psychometric measurements were
co llected. Simulator trained participants were 3.35 times more likely to correctly navigate
through the cour se compared to those who received standard trainin g. As well , simulator
trained participants perceived a higher level of confidence and proficiency towards their
past and future perform ance. Future work in this area should further examine the ef fect
simulator trainin g could have in real ice environments.
Key Terms: Simulat ion training, Standard Train ing, Certifica tion, and Watchkeep ing
(STC W), Escape, Evacuation, and Rescue (EER), Ice-Covered wate rs, Arctic.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
1.1:Background
Each year as researchers observe and study the changing environments of northern
and arctic geographies, a common theme is emerging: northern navigation for shipping,
industry, and tourism is becomin g more accessi ble throughout the year (Arctic Marine
Shippin g Assessment (AMSA), 2009) . As shipping in the north increases, stakeholders
have to address the changes needed to modify and develop safety standards that are at
similar levels as those requ ired in southern waters. From regulators and classification
soc ieties to oil companies, shipping conglomerates and workers, changing environmental
conditions will require addressing pertinent safety requirements.
Figure I-I : Arctic marine use (Adapted from L. Brigham, 2008)
Data collected over the last decade (Figure I- I) has shown that the likelihood of
Arctic waters becoming less ice-covered for longer periods during the year could become
a reality. This would result in an increase in industry and tourism traffic (Steward &
Draper, 2006). Yet, others urge caution in making this speculation because as first year
ice becomes less abundant, multi-year ice could move into the resulting open spaces and
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potentially cause structural damage to vesse ls (Steward & Draper, 2006). Either way, it is
clea r that the environment in Arctic and northern waters is changing and socia l,
economic, and environmental factors must be taken into considera tion (Jensen, 2007).
From research to shipping, oil and gas, military interests, and tourism, the north is
becoming a place of high interest to a number of different interest groups.
Also important to recognize is the impact this growing interest has on search and
rescue capabilities of countries with northern and Arctic j urisdictions. Increased rescue
time and higher risk of environmental interfere nce affect the ability to access and
successf ully perform a rescue if an accident were to occur (Jensen, 2007). If an
emergency situation was to take place on a large ferry (Figure 1-2), the results could be
disastrou s if proper arctic Escape, Evacuation, and Rescue (EER) procedures are not in
place.
Figure 1-2: Blanc Salon to St. Barbe Ferry , NL (R. Acton-Bond, Personal
communications, 20 II )
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Jud son (20 10) points out that, although Canadian Arctic vessel traffic has
increased over the last twenty years, incidents have actually decreased. Although the
improved safety climate in shipping and oil and gas industries has likely contributed to
this decrease, it must be taken into account that fewer reported accidents alone are not
sufficient grounds for overlooking the current state of search and rescue resources and
related training regimes.
Northern and Arctic waters are predicted to become more open (Figure 1-3) for
longer periods of the year (Anderso n, 2007). Ho (20 10) reports that the AMSA
predictions of opening passages for Arctic navigation may actually be conservative, and
suggests that there are certain, previously impassable, waterways that will be opened as
early as 20 13. He urges, however, that increases in Arctic movement through northern
waters should occur with caution and preparation, as there are many issues such as
navigation, operatin g technologies, searc h and rescue capabilities, government relations
and many others that must be dealt with for success ful operations (Ho, 20 10).
Figure 1-3: Lessening sea ice cove rage (Anderson, 2007)
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1.2:0verview of Lifeboats
The Royal National Lifeboat Instituti on (RNLI) report s that lifeboats have been in
use since at least the 18th century, with the earliest patented use of a lifeboat (Figure 1.4)
in 1785 by Lional Lukin (RNLI, 20 11). The founding of the RLNI occ urred in 1824,
highlightin g an important landmark in the history of lifeboats.
Figure 1-4: Historical depiction of one the first lifeboats (RNLI, 20 II )
Today, lifeboats are categorized as life-saving appliances (LSAs) and are
gove rned internationally in Chapter III of the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) Convent ion ,
a gove rning docum ent from the International Marit ime Organization (IMO ). The
techni cal aspec ts of LSA s are regulated by the LSA Code. The IMO also governs ce rtain
aspects of lifeboat operations through the Marit ime Safety Committ ee (MSC) . There are a
numb er of stake holders, such as the Internati onal Life-saving Appli ance Manuf acturers '
Association (lLAMA), interest groups such as the cruise ship industry , IMO member
states, IMO committees, and classification societies that contribute to the advan ces in
technology and regulations surrounding LSAs.
Various evac uat ion craft have been designed for arctic and northern use; however,
this technology is expensive and largely limited in their use (Poplin & Bercha, 20 10).
While pertinent maritime techn ologies have evolved rapidl y in recent years, there have
been relatively few adaptations that are specific to lifeboats durin g this time period. In
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fact, the speed at which various environmental changes are redefining areas where
maritime operations take place is outpacing the safety requirements of lifeboat training
(Veitch et al., 2008a).
1.3:Regu latory Regime
Currently, the international maritime and offshore training certification required
for those charged with navigating lifeboats does not include any materials on navigation
through ice-covered waters. The IMO's Standards of Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping (STCW) Convention has yet to provide any guidance for the safe and
successful operation of a lifeboat in ice fields. Recently, the IMO has moved to amend the
Convention to formally recognize the wider utility of simulation training as a surrogate
for physical training, and through this recognition of importance, opportunities to develop
simulator-based training in harsh arctic environments could follow these amendments.
These changes will come into practice in 2012 (lMO, June 2010)
Those tasked with filling the coxswain position for a Totally Enclosed Motor
Propelled Survival Craft (TEMPSC) are responsible for ensuring the safety of those
aboard (Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP), 2010-0028). TEMPSCs
are employed on a variety of maritime structures, from shipping and tourism vessels to
offshore oil and gas installations and can be located in both cold and warm environments.
Challenges with providing adequate training are two-fold since they exist at both the
regulatory level and at the more practical training level. Training poses risks, due to many
factors ranging from poorly maintained equipment to human error (Hill, Dobbin, &
Myers, 2009). The Canadian Ice Service (CIS, 2011) reports that ice-covered waters can
cause ship navigators a variety of issues, including vessel damage, fuel overuse,
navigation difficulties, and slowing speed.
The CAPP guide (2010-0017) highlights the fact that performance standards are
created to take into account the importance of considering various circumstances specific
to an installation and its operation. Recognizing that operational limits are the same for
lifeboats on installations both in northern and arctic waters and those on installations in
places like the Gulf of Mexico, there are gaps in terms of differences in environmental
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ex posure. Moreover, when one considers the envi ronment off the eas t coas t of Ca nada
and in waters farther north , it is also vital to exa mine the difference between the
installations in these regions and those in places like the Gul f of Mexico. It is also
important to note that the trainin g standards for coxswa ins of evac uation craft do not
address geog raphica l dif ference. Pop lin and Bercha (20 10) report on International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 19906, an international standar d that addresses
Arctic Offshore Stru ctures, and was developed based on the input of a variety of
stakeholders with interests in Arctic oper ations. Of particular releva nce from this paper
are the EER considerations for ISO 19906, which are focused on performance-based
standards rather than prescriptiv e-based standards . The change in philosoph y has come
from the need to speak to the relatively small amount of research address ing operations in
waters that experience sea ice-coverage. Prior to ISO 19906 , very little literatur e ex isted
for EER in term s of performan ce standa rds . Perform ance standards, as defined by Bercha
and Poplin (20 10), are those that work towards a performance goa l, set by the
designer/operator that can be measured by a variety of means and also validated by
regulatory bod ies (p.2). Inherent in perform ance standards is the idea that they must work
towards ove rall safe ty goa ls and adapt to the changing needs of any technology, program
or environment. In attempting to address these perform ance standards there is a need to
focus on trainin g, and in particular TEMPSC lifeboat trainin g.
Researchers in the marine field sugges t that simulation training be part of a
holi stic teachin g method, includ ing traditional and other emerging methods (Barber,
1996). As Poplin &Bercha (20 10) have pointed out, emergi ng techn ologies will be very
important to EER in Arctic environments, and developm ents in simulation trainin g in the
maritim e field will certa inly be a part of this.
1.4:Statement of the Pr oblem
Many of the guidelines concerning vessels and install ations operating in ice-
covered waters are recomm end ations, rather than mandat ed standards, which IMO
memb er states must follow (Simoes Re, Veitch , & Spencer, 20 10) . As well , these
guidelines are rarely framed in a perform ance-based mann er. There is a movement to
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change international guide lines, as many memb er states of the IMO have moved to crea te
their own perform ance-based standards in different fields. As the STC W Co nvention
begins to shift toward incorporating simulator training into recomm ended guide lines,
there is antic ipation that the greater maritime wor ld will consider simulator trainin g as a
viable, safe, and effec tive replacement or addition to STCW physical coxswai n training.
Patterson et al. (20 11) highlight in their work that life-saving craft are used for
scenarios that are genera lly characterized by rapidly esca lating situations and adverse
wea ther conditions (p. l) . Simul ation training, which is currently employed in a wide
variety of industries such as aviation and medicine, could provide train ing for such
situations. It has been proposed that simulation must be presented to a trainee in a realistic
manner in order to be acce pted as an appropriate replacement for physical trainin g
(Mac Kinnon, Evely, & Antl e, 2009) .
The purpose of this research is to assess whether perform ance outcomes and
ex periences of novice lifeboat coxswa ins are enhanced through the use of simulation
training technolog ies. Thi s work will exa mine simulator training for ice-covered waters as
a viable alternative to physical trainin g that norm ally cannot be undertaken due to risk to
personnel and asse ts. This will contribute to the grow ing body of knowledge rega rding
the need for increase d specialized training for those working in harsh, cold marit ime
environments.
1.5:Hypotheses
The followin g hypotheses are addressed in this study:
1. Simulator trained particip ants perform better when navigating through a simulated
ice-field , taking a longer path and time through the field, incurring fewer and less
seve re impacts, and making more steering maneuvers than participants trained in
the standard manner.
2. Novice operators who partake in simulator training ex perience an increased level
of confidence in their ability to navigate a lifeboat through an ice field compared
to those who do not undergo simulator training.
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Chapter 2 : Review of Literature
2.1:0verview of the Regulatory Environment
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) is an intemational body that
provides support and guidance, as well as defines international regulations and
recomm end ations for member states on areas such as marine safe ty, security, and
enviro nmental preservation. The IMO is a spec ial United Nations Agency that was
formed in 1948 to protect the lives of those who work at sea . Since then , many IM O
techni cal co mmittees have been forme d to address more specific issues through
conventions and committee reports. These techni cal co mmittees are prim arily charged
with creating, updating and amending the standa rds, rules, and regulations em ployed to
prescribe minimum standardized requ irement s in a numb er of areas, including mariner
trainin g. Thi s international co llaboration involves the participation of repre sentatives
fro m member states working toward developing an international culture of safety
surrounding maritime industries aro und the globe (lM O, 20 11).
The techn ical committees are made up of jurisdictional members such as
Transport Ca nada (the Canadian regulatory body) and similar organizations of other
mem ber states, and interest groups like the Cruise Line International Assoc iation (CLIA)
and the Intern ational Life-S aving Appliance Manufactur er ' s Associat ion (lL AM A),
cruise ship operators, oil companies , and others. Stakeholders fro m these gro ups make up
the membership of the committees that create and revise the many differe nt IM O
regulations, includ ing those outlined by the Safe ty of Life at Sea (SO LAS) convention.
Of particular importance to the work of the IMO with regard to safe ty at sea is the Marine
Safety Co mmittee (MSC). Notably, this body has contributed a great deal of work aimed
at standardizing regulations and recomm end ations for lifeboat operation and train ing.
An exa mination of the vario us standards and regulations regarding lifesaving
equipment and trainin g processes highl ights the lack of requir ements for wea ther- related
conditions within training, testing, and drills. Ironically, the IMO Guid elin es for Arctic
Shipping recomm ends that each vesse l of 500 gross tonnage (GT) or more, engaged in
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international voyages, has a person on board who is familiar with ice navigation and is
certified under the Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping for Seafare rs
(STCW) Convention (IMO, 1978). For example, Transport Canada sponsored the
development of a course in international ice navigation to support and produce safe and
effective training for those charged with navigating vesse ls through ice-covered waters
(Tucker et al., 2006). Other member states also offer ice navigation courses , such as
Norway, Latvia, and Russia. Unfortunately, this ice navigation training is limited to
standard vessel operations and does not extend to lifeboats and other evacuation systems.
The STCW Convention guides member states, holding them accountable for
maintaining and ensuring that training, certification, and any other procedures related to
the convention undergo quality assurance processes (Drown, 1996). As Patterson (2007)
highlights, the STCW Convention sets out initial and refresher training for seafa rers,
while the SOLAS Convention is the body that governs regulations for safety drills
onboard vessels. The IMO recommendations for offshore oil and gas platform regulations
are covered in the Assembly Resolut ion A. 89 1 (21) "Reco mmendations on Trainin g of
Personnel on Mobile Offshore Unites (MOUs)" . Patterson (2007) provides a detailed
descripti on of the STCW Convention and the training standards that the IMO has set. It is
up to individual member states of the IMO to adhere to these standards and to meet the
regulations through their own state agencies . For states with operations in northern and
Arctic waters, providing practical training for all weather conditions is very difficult and
comes with a high level of risk.
Maintaining compliance with the STCW Convention (1978 , 1995) and The
Guidelines for Ships Operating in Polar Waters (2002a) has become increasingly difficult
due to the risks associated with performing training and drill s in rough seas , wind
conditions and/or in ice-covered waters. While the MSC/Circ 1056 identifies the need to
adequately address environmental issues unique to operations in Arctic and northern
waters, such as ice recognition, navigation, and changes to standard operations due to ice-
cove red waters, it does not provide technical direction as to how this should be done.
Although it is only a guideline, and does not mandate members to follow the given
recommendations, there is speculation that it will become incorporated into new polar
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enviro nment operating guidelines (Simoes Re, Veitch , & Spe ncer, 2010) . Thi s, along with
fort hcoming changes to allow for simulator training within the STC W Conve ntion , sho uld
work toward imp roving the skills of coxswa ins opera ting lifeboats in ice-covered waters .
As Simoes Re et al. (20 10) point out; the IMO/ SOLAS standards do not incl ude
any information or guidance pertainin g to ice-covered enviro nments lifesav ing appliances
(LSAs), thereby providin g a real opera tional challenge for vesse ls and installations
operati ng in northern and Arctic waters . More spec ifica lly, this gap affec ts crews whe n
they are training for EER in harsh environments (Veitch, Billard, & Patterson , 2008a).
Providing practice and skill building in adverse conditions is challenging as it poses
danger for ind ividu als involved (Simoes Re et al., 20 10). The STCW Convention was
revised in 1995, and changes were made to a number of regulatio ns and
reco mmendatio ns, includin g possible inclusion of simulator-based training within the
curric ulum. Prior to 1995, little was published about the utility of maritime simulators for
skill acquisition and trainee assessmen t. Thi s change d when the United States (U.S.) and
the United Kingdom (U.K.) brought pos ition papers to the IMO for the purpose of
inform ation sharing (Drow n, 1996). Most recentl y, the IMO has introduced the 20 12
Manil a Amendments to the STCW Co nven tion. These amendments contain improved
guide lines on modem ed ucational methods, such as distance and web- based learnin g. As
well, there is improve d trainin g guidance for those who are worki ng on ships operati ng in
polar waters (IMO, Jun e 20 10).
2.1.1:E scape, Evacuation, and Rescue training standards and guideline s
An exa minatio n of the various standards and regulations for the use of lifesaving
eq uipment reveals a lack of requ irement for training, testi ng and drills for adverse
wea ther-re lated conditions. Totally Enclosed Motor Propelled Surv ival Craft (TEM PSC)
has been designed as a tem porary safe haven in the EER process . It is expec ted that many
of the eme rgency evac uat ion situation s in northern and Arctic enviro nments will like ly
occ ur in harsh weat her and ice-covered water conditions. Research has shown that
TEMPSC opera tions can be negatively affected by environmen tal conditio ns (Robson,
2007), yet these findings have not necessarily been considered when describing the craft 's
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operational limits. Exposure to wind and wave condit ions, along with launching and
navigating away from the vesse l or installation through ice or debris, is generally absent
from international training standards.
The Atlantic Canada Offshore Petroleum Agency (20 10) defines the Surviva l
Craft Coxswa in course objec tives as the following: "To provide designated personnel
with theoretical and practical training that will enable them to take command of rigid and
inflatable survival cra ft during abandonment" (p. 3-42). Inherent in this objec tive is the
idea that once trainees have experienced the practical training and passed the certificat ion
standards they are able to manage an evac uation craf t. However, this does not include any
training in adverse environmental conditions, as this poses risks to both trainers and
trainees. Hill , Dobbins, and Myers (2009) describe the coxswa in as the person
responsible for determinin g the operational limits of a lifesaving craft, such as a
TEMPS C, along with the safety and security of those aboard. The coxswa in is also in
charge of route planning, taking into account sea and weather conditi ons. Give n these
responsibilities, this should further underscore the need for adding a form of training that
exposes coxs wains to a variety of environmental situations.
International stakeholders, through conventions such as SOLAS, recognize the
dangers assoc iated with practical drills for lifeboats that have resulted in injuries and
fatalities to personnel involved (Oil Companies International Marine Forum 1994, Marine
Accident Investigations Branch Safety Study 1/2001 ). In light of this, regulations have
been redefined for these processes, and, through amendments to SOLAS, the requirement
for launching full complement lifeboats has been removed for participant and asset risk
reasons (IMO, 2006b). The responsibility of whether or not to perform lifeboat drill s now
lies with the Vessel Master or Offshore Installation Manager (OIM), dependin g on the
environmental conditions (Patterson, 2007). This, along with the drastically decreased
confidence of crews in the safety and practicability of lifeboat drills, has contributed to a
culture of fear and unease surrounding them (Ross, 2006) .
Currently trainin g for TEMPSC operators is undertaken in harbors and sheltered
ports under relatively benign conditions, because conditions more representative of
extreme maritime environments (e.g. wind, waves, and ice) may pose unnecessary risk to
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trainers, students, and asse ts (Veitch, Billard , & Patterson, 2008 b). The Health and Safety
Exec utive (HSE) of the U.K. has highli ghted the problem presented by employing testing
requ irements based in ca lm conditions from the perspec tive of those requ ired to ope rate a
vesse l in all weather conditions. However, despite the fact that the IMO has made
revisions to facilitate safe and effec tive opera tions of TEMPS C, the changes have not
cove red trainin g procedures for the types of volatile situations that are com mon in
northern and Arctic environments (Robson, 2007; Bercha, 2003) .
2.1.2:Tra ining Regimes for Coxswai ns
The STCW Proficiency in Survival Craft course for coxswa in certifica tion offere d
in Canada generally takes 5- 12 students at a time to ensure eve ryone has adequate time to
become acquainted with the craft. It is possib le that the smaller class sizes provid e eac h
student with more time to practice their skills if needed (G. Small, personal
communications, 20 11). In both cases, the variability in course delivery may instill
confidence in participant s if they are able to eas ily and quickly demonstrate the necessary
co mpetence immediately, with very little repetition and practice. With out directed
guidelines from regulatory bodies regarding the process necessary to achieve the desired
com petencies, the sense of confidence may be misgu ided. This highlights the need for
more speci fic direction for how to faci litate training, especia lly as sim ulator train ing
becomes more popul ar. It is imperative for EER situations that train ing be as close to the
real environment as possible (A. Simoes Re, personal communica tions, 2010) .
Emergency response trainin g, like many other cri tical areas where simulation train ing
plays an important part of skill acquisition, prepares trainees for life or death situations.
Choos ing the wrong action sequence could have disastrous co nsequences. Failure to
provide a reali stic environment and adequat e practice could result in trainees having less
confidence in their abilities; as well , it could lead to longer times for co mpleting the
procedur es associated with emergency situations. Research has demonstrat ed that the
realism of a practice situation can help improv e behavior patterns for the EE R sequence
(Hytten, 1989).
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Robson (2007), for the HSE has determined that current prescriptive lifesaving
craft standards should evolve to performance-based regulations, which they define as
"relating to the purpose of the system, item of equipment, procedure etc. which they
describe. They may be described in terms of functionality, survivability, reliability and
availability. They should be measurable and auditable" (p. 22). This change in approac h
towards regulation adherence is more in accordance with the shift from theoretical
knowledge to practical knowledge and proven competence reported in the ISO 19906
standards towards EER. Simul ator training could be effective in filling the gap regarding
training in harsh and dangerous conditions, complementing the theoretical and physical
training participants already receive with current coxswa in training (Muirhead, 2006;
Patterson, 2007; Rose, 2000). Barber (1996) notes that there is very little recent research
examining the transfer of simulator training into real life in the maritime field .
2.2:C urrent Uses and Mediums of Simulator Tra ining
Saus, Johnson, and Eid (20 10) suggest that simulation training could be used as a
means of improving maritime health and safety. Their research demonstrated that
situational awareness (SA) could be improved through simulator training, especia lly in
novice operators. As poor SA contributes to stress levels in both low and high work load
situations, Saus et a!. (20 10) advoca te for the design of training to facilita te improving
SA, since this could lead to greater prevention of human erro r. This supports their idea
that simulation training can contribute to an enriched work environment. Muirhead
reported in 1996 that there were 8 10 maritime simulators being used worldwide for
maritime training purposes ( 1996). It may be sugges ted that improvements in
technologies, decreasing costs, and changes to the regulatory regime are likely
responsible for this growth.
Simulation training platforms can range from personal computer-based interfaces
to full mission, immersive simulators. Simu lator training can take the form of devices
such as driving units (Jannick, et al., 2008), head mounted display (HMD) systems
(Richardson &Waller, 2007), or medical based simulation-training devices, such as the
Procediu s Abdomen for simulating laparoscopic surgery (Strom et al., 2006) .
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2.2.1:Maritime Simulator Applications
Throu gh Section A of the STCW Convention, the IMO has made simulator
training mandatory for Radar/Automatic Radar Plotting Aids (ARPA) training. Any other
form of simulation training is only recog nized through general recommendations, under
guidelines in Section B. It is believed that this is mainly due to the fact that many member
states do not possess the facilit ies or capabilities for simulation training (Drown, 1996;
Muirhead, 1996), possibly due to the lack of physical and financial infrastructure within
training instituti ons. As discussed ear lier, broader recognition of various forms of
simulator training may be more widely recognized by the IMO as amendments to the
STCW Convention occur in 2012. Code A, which is the mandatory part of the STC W
Convention directed towards simulator training, points out (Table N Il , Muirhead, 2006)
that those who navigate ships of 500 GT or more must be able to handle the vesse l in all
weather conditions, yet they only need to possess the theoretical knowledge.
2.2.2:Simulation Instruction Issues
When examining skill acquisition for a particular skill set, course design must
consider skill development from many different perspectives. Gallagher et aI., (2005)
discuss the fact that a prescriptive approach is favored in simulator training in the medical
field. This approach allows for trainees to perform a given task a predetermined number
of times in order to fulfill requirements, instead of carry ing out assess ments using a
performance-based standard. However, their research cautions that this approach could be
very detrimental to skill development. Thus, it is something that maritime educators,
classification societies, and regulators must be aware of as simulator training becomes
more widely accepted. Given the Manila amendments coming into place in January
2012, the risk of settling for skill acquisition through meeting prescriptive milestones
could beco me a reality.
Since the 1980s, Gynter et al. (1982), along with other resea rchers in the maritime
field, have indicated that the role of the instructor is the most important contributor to the
success of simulation training outcomes. Various institutions around the world offer
courses for instructor training, such as the IMO (Model Course 6.09), World Maritime
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University (Sweden), Integrated Simulation Centre (Singa pore), and the Regional
Maritime Academy (Ghana). While these courses exist , and further partnerships have
been developed between institutions through bodies such as the International Maritime
Lecturers Association (IMLA), very little reference material exis ts for those who are
charged with instruction and assess ment in maritime simulation training courses (Drown,
1996; Ali, 2007).
Ali (2007), Muirhead (1996, 2006), Barber (1996), and Drown (1996) agree about
the pedagogical elements that must be met to maintain the integrity and success of
simulation training. Ali (2007) reviews the amendments to the 1995 STCW Convention
and the move by various institutions to create courses to prepare instructors for simulation
training. Muirhe ad (2006) shares the course outline for a Professional Development
Course held at the World Maritim e University (WMU). The course (Table 2- 1) was
designed to approach the vague terms set out by the STCW Convention regarding
instructor and assesso r qualifications and experience. Other institutions have since
followed suit, such as the "Tra in the Trainer" course deve loped at the Integrated
Simulation Centre in Singapore (Ali, 2001).
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Table 2.1:WMU's Simul ator Instructor Course (Muirhead, 2006)
Syllabus for Simulator Instructor Course
STCW95 and use of sim ulators
Competency based train ing
Training process
The role if instructor
Course design
Exe rcise development
Pre-briefing techn iques
Simul ator famili arization
Monitorin g and recordin g activity
De-briefing techniqu es/feedback
Assessment process
The role of assesso r
Feedb ack/performance eva luation
Validation
Barber (1996) echoes Mu irhead ' s sugges tions on certain aspec ts that should be
developed by all instructors carrying out simulator training and assessment. Notably , the
debriefi ng and provision of feedback could be seen as the most impo rtant part of this
process (Barber 1996; Muirh ead, 2006), as it enables trainees to reflect on how they can
improve in the future. Drown adds to this discussion through an identi fication of the
charac teristics an instructor should possess, consis ting of knowledge of simulator
technology and its application, training capabilities, and objec tives deli vered through the
simulator (1996) . In addition, he sugges ts that these charac teristics should be coupled
with professional experience with simulation, ideall y with the spec ific simulator, as well
as educational and psychological trainin g (p.25 1). Recognizing the role of the instructor
in contributing to the success of simulator trainin g can aid in the development of high-
level simulator course materi al.
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2.3:Reported Costs, Benefits , and Future Uses of Simu lator Training
The IMO's MSC Circular. 1136 (2004) identifies the unacceptably high level of
risk associa ted with lifeboat drills, while still recognizing the importance of drills to gain
experience in lifesaving system evac uation. In particular, this document distinguishes the
benefit of simulation training in providing a realistic and safe environment for free-fa ll
lifeboat trainin g. Through this submission of the usefulness of simulator training,
opportunities could arise for the training realm, ushering in the possible acceptance of
onboard desktop simulation.
In the last 50 years, simulation trainin g has emerged in a number of different
vocations as a potentially safe and effec tive alternative to traditional physical training. It
may be propo sed that simulation training can provide obvious training benefits. Also,
such an environment can be used to assess other learning aspects such as the capacity for
developing and measuring situational awareness (Saus et al., 20 10), visual-spatial ability
(Kewman et al., 1985), and time-performance gains (Aggarwa l al., 2006). Ultimately, the
level of skill transfer to real environments is critica l in examining the effec tiveness of
simulation training (Seymour et al., 2002) . Rose et al. examined learning and
performance between virtual and real-time training, and results from this research show
that those who completed virtual task training were less likely to be affected by
unexpected interrupt ions than those who completed real task training (2000).
Current technology has developed beyond desktop and partial task simulators to
include fully immersive simulators. Using this medium of training would allow crew
members to demonstrate and practice their knowledge of managing situatio ns occurring
in adverse weather and ice-covered waters in safe conditions. In other words, simulation
training eliminates risks that would normally be associated with attempting drills in
adverse environmental conditions (Patterson et al., 20 11). Additionally, increasing crew
knowledge and competence toward the handlin g of lifesaving appliances in a variety of
conditions could serve to increase their confidence, like studies in medicine have shown
(Sedlack et al., 2004) .
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2.3.1:Importance of Developing Knowledge Regarding Simu lator Training
Gallagher et al. (2005) reported a lack of empir ica l evidence of the training ef fect
virtual realit y has on surgery skill acq uisition. This study also looked at the void in
knowledge regarding the most effective mann er of using simulation training. These
resea rchers suggested that possible factors that contribut ed to the lack of technology
developm ent for simulation train ing in the past were due to this lack of knowledge, and
an absence of effect ive application. Strum and co lleag ues (2008) also support the notion
that the ex isting body of scientific knowledge regard ing simulation training for medicine,
in particular, must be expanded to reinforce the proof for inc luding and incorporating
simulation trainin g into surgical programs. It is noteworth y that the avia tion indu stry
paved the way for many other industries to acce pt simulation trainin g as an effective
medium for skill acquisition (Gallagher et aI., 2005). Maritim e industries could learn
from the exper iences, and eventual success that the field of medicine has had in
integrating simulation training into education curriculum, realizing the benefit it can
provide for both the skill building and safety of tra inees.
Many experts in the field of marit ime education believe that simulation trainin g
can replace in-ser vice training for seafarer certifications (Ali, 2007), with one month of
sea service being rep laced by one week (40 hours) of simulator time (Dro wn, 1996). Yet ,
there are those who believe simulator training can never rep lace the real ex perience of
physical trainin g (Muirhead, 1996), or that it can only enhance physical traini ng (Drown,
1996). Muirhead reports ( 1996) that many watch keeper s and senior marit ime officers do
not have the chance to acquire key skills , due to both safety and operational factors (p.
259). He believes that simulators may be able to aid in bridging this training gap. These
resea rchers believe that there is an opportunity to fill this gap through simulator training,
and thereb y effec tive ly allow maritime workers to acquire and maintain skills in a safe
2.3 .2:The Importance of Skill Development thro ugh Simu lator Training
Sig norini (As cited in Drown, 1996) defines competence as "a ca refully thought-
out quality approac h to ensure personnel have knowledge, skill, experience and personal
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qualitie s" (p. 249). In 1995, the STCW Convention amendments moved from knowledge
milestones for trainin g certifications to the need for proven competence in a specific skill
set for certificati on purposes (Drown, 1996). Questions arise to the extent of which
simulators can be used for measuring competency, for both effectiveness (USCG, 1993)
and eva luation quality (Drown 1996). Although maritime simulators may not be able to
evoke the complet e psychological and physical response that a real emergency situation
would , when properl y designed, simulators can create an environment that can illicit
pertinent mental and physical responses (Drown, 1996; Saus et al., 20 10).
It is important that when competency and continued proficiency are desired result s
from simulator trainin g, as prescribed in the STCW Code A, that the simulators in
question are appropriately validated for system performance, student performan ce
(Muirhead, 1996), and instructor assessment (Barber, 1996; Drown, 1996; Ali, 2007).
Muirhead (1996 ) sugges ts that outcomes must be based upon real world shipboard
operations through criteri on-based goals (p. 263). Experts in the field of maritime
simulator education agree that having a trained instructor and assesso r is very important
to the delivery and validity of simulator instruction (Barber, 1996; Drown , 1996). In fact,
Muirhead (1996) takes this a step further in proposing that those who are in this position
should have formal simulator training certification themselves. Member states, through
instituti ons such as World Maritime University (Sweden), United States Coas t Guard
(U.S.), and Transport Canada (Canada) have been leaders in the development of
instructor courses for simulation training (Ali, 2007; Patterson , 2007).
Another important consideration for the benefit s of simulation trainin g is the
ability to provide refresher or continuance training on board vessels and installations, so
that students are able to continually practice the skills they have gained (O' Hara, 1990).
Simul ator training is able to assist in the devel opment of behavior pattern s that students
can use as a basis if they are in an emergency situation (Hytten, 1989). Muirhead (1996)
defines "skill" in the simulator context as "the combining of mental and physical
dexterity in the face of audio and visual cues to perform tasks to meet specific objec tives"
(p.259). The idea behind skill acqui sition in a simulator is that the skill set and behavior
developed would translate into real life situations. The possibility of maintainin g skill
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development and acquisition through at-sea trainin g could give trainees an opportunity to
have more frequent and recurrent training. Research sugges ts that continued skill
development past the first success ful demonstration of a skill set can lead to a better grasp
of the desired tasks (Taber, 20 10).
2.3.3:Fidelity in Simulator Training
Simul ating emergency situations, whether through physical simulation such as the
Helicopter Underwater Emergency Trainin g (HUET) for offshore workers or
conventional lifeboat training and free-fa ll simulator lifeboat training for coxswains, can
contribute to confidence in performance and survival (Hytten et al., 1989). Although
resea rchers disagree on the level of fidelity requir ed for a simulator to deliver expected
learnin g or skill acquisition outcomes (Dahlstrom et al., 2008), using a simulator to train
for dangerous and emergency situations has been shown to give trainees an increased
sense of confidence and level of competence towards future performance (Chopra et al.,
1994). Simul ator training offers the benefit of delivering immediate performance
feedback, and also allows for repetit ive exposure to stimulus (Sca lese et al., 2007).
Gallagher and colleagues (2005) highlight the importance of simulator training for error
feedback, as a particip ant will know the results of their actions immediately and
experience realistic consequences associated with their choices without any real harm
experienced.
Studies in medicine, specifically in the field of surgery, sugges t that higher fidelity
virtual reality demonstrates better transfer of skills for surge ry than lower fidelity systems
(Gallagher et al., 2005). Dahlstrom and colleagues (2008) disagree, stating that the
fidelity of the virtual reality does not correlate with the skill transfer. Both studies would
agree, however, that low-cost simulators could be very effective in providing an
environment for skill transfer. Ultimately, training can only go so far in preparing trainees
for future situations they may face. Simulati on training can advance the capabilities of
personnel when faced with emergency situations through practicing various scenarios,
developing a generic skill set that will help prepare them for demanding situations in the
future (Dahlstrom et al., 2008) . Research also suggests that resilience could be learned
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through simulato r training, allowing for crews to use the skills they have gained in
train ing for slightly different situation s effec tively and efficie ntly. It is important to
address the fidelit y debate, which has div ided resea rchers along the lines of high fide lity
versus low fidelity. On one hand , Dahlstrom et al. report that the reaction the simulator
provides to a student's behavior is more important than the realism of the environme nt
(Heeter, 1992, as found in Dahlstrom et aI., 2008 ). On the other hand , Dahlstrom et al.
also sugges t that the more realistic the environ ment, the better the learn ing transfer
(2008) .
2.3.4:Maritime Simulator Training Cert ificat ion
Industry, as opposed to regulatory bodies, has moved regulation, spec ification,
and classification of simulators ahead in the last 10- 15 yea rs. Class ification societies (e.g .
DNV ) have taken it upon themselves to publi sh standards for simulators (Standard for
Certification No. 2 14 for Maritim e Simul ator Systems, 20 11) as one way to fulfill the
requ irements set out by the STCW code (Muirhead, 2006, DNV , 20 11). Kongsberg, a
Norwegian co mpany, has begun a project fro m a user-directed perspecti ve that will
exa mine simulation from a human factors point of view . As reported in Safety at Sea
Intern ational, the company believes that aspects of human factors in sim ulation trainin g
are very important when exa mining and assess ing the effec tiveness of the training
(January, 20 11).
The U.S. Navy recently released a plan for training extending into 20 15, through
the National Trainin g and Simul ation Assoc iation. Thi s docum ent highlights the reduced
cos ts that could be assoc iated with simulator training as a co mplement to traditional
trainin g. In fact, they estimate that the cos t of simulation trainin g is substantia lly less than
real-life trainin g, with estimates predictin g that it could be as low as 10% of the cos t of
traditi onal approaches (Navy: Trainin g 20 15, p.I?, 20 10) . However , is it important that
cos ts do not become the main driver for simulator trainin g. The focus should rem ain on
efficiency and ability of simulators to train and prepare people for future situa tions.
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2.4:S ummary
Many experts in the field of maritime safety acknowledge the benefits of
simulator trainin g, yet few studies have examined the skill acqui sition and performance
outcomes of such trainin g (Saus et al., 20 I0, Barber, 1996). Research has determined that
both high and low fidelity simulators can contribute to positive learning outcomes
(Dahlstrom et al., 2008; Saus et al., 20 10). Desktop simulators are currently used in a
variety of fields (Raby, 2000), and accompanied with new and emerging technologies
mentioned above, with significa nt resea rch and deve lopment from vario us partners , a
range of learnin g styles could be easi ly met. As technology for simulation training
improves, it is integral that research moves at the same pace, examining the educational
and real-life effects and outcomes of simulator training.
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Chapter 3 : Methodology
This research employs an experimental method to exami ne outcome participant
performance and experience durin g navigation of a lifeboa t through a simulated ice field.
Three groups of novice coxswain s underwent various training regimes to prepare them for
these tasks.
3.1:Subject Recruitm ent
Nineteen participants were recruited (Appendix A) to participate in this study and
ranged in age from 19-35 years. Participants were required to have no previous
experience operating small marine crafts. They had to meet the following experimental
pre-requisites:
1) Not current holders of STCW lifeboat training certification
2) Little sensitivity to cold and motion sickness
3) No health conditions that could be aggravated by increased anxiety
4) Lack of pre-existing heart or lung conditions that impair physical activity
5) Lack of pre-existing muscle or skeletal conditions that limit mobility
6) Ability to swim
7) Comfortable over water
8) No fear of enclose d spaces
All subjects completed the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q)
(Appendix B) and gave written consent (Appendix C) to participate in the study. The
Human Investigations Committee at Memorial Univers ity of Newfou ndland and the
National Research Council Research Ethics Board granted ethical approva l for this study.
3.2:Tra ining
3.2.1:Pleasure Craft Operato r 's Course
In accordance with Transport Canada regulations, subjec ts were requir ed to
success fully complete the Pleasure Craft Operator ' s Course prior to any lifeboat training
and operation. The course outlines basic safety at sea procedures for those operating a
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pleasure craft outfitted with a motor and used for recreational purposes. An approved
train ing provider delivered trainin g and all participants were issued offic ial cert ifica tions
upon successfully completing the course .
3.2 .2:Group assignment
Eac h participant was randoml y ass igned to one of the three gro ups (Ta ble 3- 1).
Trainin g took place ove r a two-day period.
Table 3.1: Group Ass ignment
Group! Group 2 Group 3
STCW + ice Ice briefing +
Training STC W
briefing Simul ation train ing
Numb er of
6 7 6
Participants
3.2.3:Standard Training
Group I and Gro up 2 were trained based on the STCW convention from the IMO.
An instruc tor, fro m the Marine Institut e ' s Of fshore Safe ty and Survival Ce ntre in St.
John ' s, New foun dland , deli vered curr iculum on the STCW components of lifeboat
navigation and maneuverin g (Appendix D). Thi s was a three-hour classroom sessio n,
co mplemented with a three-hou r sess ion in a Schat Hardin g lifeboat , giv ing eac h
participant practical ex perience with the lifeboat, in ca lm, open water conditions in St.
John ' s Harbour. Thi s lifeboat contained a coxswain station quiet similar to the one used
for the test program.
3.2.4:Classroom Briefing on the Theory of Navigation in Ice Fields
The two -hour class room briefing on the theory of navigation in ice fields was
conceive d and deli vered by a STCW trained resea rch co llaborator. Th is curric ulum was
based on information fro m the Ca nadia n Ice Services, along with the instruc tor's personal
and professional ex perie nce in ice navigation. Notes were provi ded to students for their
reference (Appendix E). Thi s info rmat ion was provided to Gro up 2 and Gro up 3.
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3.2.5:Simulation Training
An instructor from Virtual Marine Technologies (VMT) provided a three-hour
simulator training sess ion for participants in Group 3 after their classroom briefing on ice
navigation. Each participant spent approxi mately 30-minutes navigating the simulator.
Th is was approximately the same amount of time Groups I and 2 naviga ted the lifeboat
within the Harbour. The davit launch lifeboat simulator (Figure 3- I) is a full mission class
"S" trainin g simulator, approved by DNV and fulfills the STCW Chapter 2 requir ements
for compliance and competency.
Figure 3- I: VMT "S" Class Simul ator
The simulator measures 1.98 m high x 1.82 m long x 1.55 m wide (Appendix F),
representing a generic davit launch lifeboat with all the opera ting contro ls to launch and
maneuver a lifeboat, including an ignition switch, battery switch, steering wheel,
compass, and radio. The instructor ' s station gives the instructor the ability to apply a
number of different variables to the training scenario including time of day, visibility,
weather, seas state, location, and ice-coverage. For the purpose of this study, the ice-
cove rage was set at IIlOth s coverage . In the simulator used for this study, when a
participant committed an error that would result in significant "virtual" damage to the
vessel, the simulation program ended. At this time there is no physical response
incorporated into the simulator to react to crashing into an objec t, whether an ice flow or
the side of a rescue vesse l. However, a visual response shows the particip ant they
encountered a situation that could possibly cause harm to the lifeboat.
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The visuals for the simulator were presented to the user through four 82 cm liquid
crystal display (LCD) screens, consisting of four different views: port, starboard, bow and
stem (Figure 3-2). The visual angles measure greater than 45 degrees. The sound system
was a 5.1 Dolby Digital surround sound system. The simulator was set up with an
instructor station that enabled the instructor both to monitor what the participant sees and
control the simulation scenario (Figure 3-3).
Figure 3-2: Inside the simulator, bow and starboard view
Figure 3-3: Simulator Classroom
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3.3:Testing
3.3.1:Test Field
North Arm Bay, Holyrood , NL, (Figure 3-4) was chosen as the testing location for
the simulated ice field. Thi s location was selected for the medium depth of the water
(between 8-20 metres) for securing the obstacles to the seabed, the protection from
exposure to the elements to attempt to provide some control in the envi ronmental
variability, and the availability of wharves for setting up test equipm ent.
Figure 3-4: Map of New foundl and with Holyrood highlighted
Research team members designed the ice- field for the test program (Figure 3-5).The test
field (Figure 3-6) was set-up to simulate an ice field with a Ill 0ths concentration (i.e.
)0% of the water surface was popul ated).
:: ~: I .~ '~ ~.. '~ ;. ~ ....
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Figure 3-5: Concept drawin g of Ill0ths ice-field
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Figure 3-6: Actual test field in Holyrood, NL
Thi s concentration was chosen because of the visibility experienced from the point of
view of the coxswa in (Figure 3-7), which is seen as denser than the aerial view of the
field (Figure 3-5).
Figure 3-7: Google Sketch-Up drawing of ice-field between 1/1Oths and 2/1Oths ice-cover
from coxswa in's view.
The test field was created using plastic barrels (Greif, Belleville, Ont ario) and woode n
docks (JetFloat, Guelph , Ontario), anchored to the sea bottom . The smaller artificia l ice
pieces (Figure 3-8) were created using three 190 L barrels strapped to a yoke and
ballasted with seawater to one third of their total volume.
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Figure 3-8: Sma ller ice pieces crea ted from barrels
The larger artificia l ice pieces were crea ted using custom made aluminum platforms
attached to small floating docks (Figure 3-9) .
Figure 3-9: Larger artificia l ice pieces built of docks and platforms
3.3.2:TEMPSC - Lifeboat
The TEMPSC lifeboat (Figure 3- 10) used in the field trials was manufactured by
Beihai Shipyard, China. It was purchased as an IMO-SOLAS survival craft rated for 20
occupants but has since been retrofitted as a research craft and no longer holds type
approval.
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Figure 3- 10: NRC- lOT TEMPSC durin g Field Trial prepar ation
The dimensions of the lifeboat are: 5.28 m (length), 2.20m (width), 2.7 m (height)
and 1.10 m (molded depth to the gunwale). For a more detailed descripti on of the
engineering capabilities of the lifeboat, the reader should refer to Kennedy, Simoes Re &
Veitch (20 10). Th roughout the data collection period there were two trained coxswai ns
inside the lifeboat with the participant for safety purposes. The lifeboat was ballasted for
full co mplement with three occupants and 40 sand bags, which corres ponds to a mass of
::::3800 kg. The throttle was set at an idling speed for all runs, but speed varied slightly
over the duration of the test period due to changes in wind, waves , and current speed .
During trials, the hatches of the lifeboat remained close d in order to maintain an
environme nt for navigation that would be similar to one that may be faced in a real life
evac uation situation.
3.3.3:Instrumentation
Data collection was monitored remotely from the shore (Figure 3- 11).
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Figure 3-11: The shore set-up for data collection
Measurements collected durin g this study included lifeboat parameters describe d
in Table 3-2. Through conversion of the different ial global positionin g system (DGPS)
data into Northin g and Easting measurements, the course over ground could be
determined for each run . Eight ca meras were sec ured inside (two) and outside (six) of the
lifeboat (Figure 3-2) to get a complete view of the lifeboat surroundings, the co urse, and
the co llisions the lifeboat made durin g each run.
Figure 3-12: Bow view from the TEMPS C video system
Two of the cameras were placed within the cabin, to view the impacts the lifeboat
made. Thi s was done from a camera mounted behind an impact panel located in a sea
chest on the port side near the bow (Figure 3-13) . The other camera focused on the
participant driving the lifeboat (Figure 3- 14).
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3-13: View of the impact panel, where a camera is located in the lifeboat interior.
Figure 3- 14: Camera view of participant inside TEMPSC
The outside cameras were positioned to look at the bow and stem (Figure 3- 12).
Two were positioned to look at the port and starboard bow, and two were at the port and
starboard quarters. The other two cameras were mounted on the coxswain's tower, one
positioned to look forward and one to look aft.
3.3.4 :Measurements
This experiment set out to examine whether simulation based training can be
adopted as a valid supplement for standard physical lifeboat training. Two different
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measures were used for testing parameters: navigation performance factors and
questionnaires assess ing subject perceptions.
3.3.4.1 :Performance Measures
Table 3-2 deta ils the measurements obtained through a data acquisition system in
the lifeboat and used to calculate the variabl es indicated .
Table 3.2: Measurements ofTEMPSC performance durin g field trials
Performance Mea sure Deri ved Var ia bles Description
Path Length , Pass & Fail
Latitude and longitude in
Positio n and Heading the X and Y Cartesian
Rate
planes (degrees).
Tim e Time through course Measuredin s.
Measured in m-s' inthe
Craft acce lerations and rates
Number and Severity of X(longitudin al), Y(vertical),
Impacts and Z(transverse) directions
converted to g.
Number and Severity of Derived from force =mass '
Craft global loads
Impacts acceleration (fern-a).
Number and Severity of
Measured with impact
Craft local loads panel, X and Y accelerations
Impacts
(rn-s") and forces (N).
Steering Steering Nozzle Exec utions
Through stee ring nozzle
exec utions (degrees) .
Course over ground
Path Length, Pass & Fail Measured by differenti al
Rates G.P.S. (m-s' and m).
External lifeboat video
Number and Type of Head on and glancing
Impacts impacts.
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3.3.4.2: Data Analysis of Perform ance Measures
Path Length and Pass & Fail Rates were collected from ca libration of the posit ion
and heading measurements, along with the calculation of course over ground, and then
organized into run direct ion and group assignment. Each run was plotted and visually
exa mined for the correct execution of entry and exit points (Figure 3- 15).
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Figure 3- 15: Pass/Fail plot
From the impact panel and motion pack installed in the lifeboat, local forces were
measured at the bow to determine the impacts loads, which were given in units of g,
where I geacce leratton due to gravity. The impacts were verified through three different
methods. First the impacts were computed (Figure 3- 16), filtered at a low pass level of
acce lerations over O.10 9, to ensure that impacts registered were with obstacles . The
impact indicated in Figure 3- 15 is shown to be 0.12 g, as an exa mple. Then the X (red)
and Y (black) acce lerations were examined to verify the time and magnitud e of the
impact (Figure 3- 17). Impacts were examined for both frequency and intensity to see if
this influenced performance during testing.
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Figure 3- 16: Impact Plot
10:34:15." 10:34:15.6 10:34.15.8 10:34:16.0 10:34:162 10:34:16.4
Time (s)
Figure 3-17: Impact verifi cation via graphing X (red) and Y (black) acce lerations (g) over
time(s)
For real-time observational analysis, the cameras fixed to the outside of the
lifeboat provided video recordin gs for verification. The videos for each run were
examined visually (Figure 3- 18 and 3-19).
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Figure 3- 18: Observational analysis for impact verifica tion (Bow Video)
Figure 3- 19: Portside Camera view for impact verificat ion
For analysis of the steeri ng data, a procedu re using zero crossi ng analysis was
used to calculate the stee ring nozzle period. An execution was defined as an osc illatio n
between port and starboard. Both the count and time between exec utions were calc ulated
for each particip ant for eac h run, to establish how these measures reflected performance.
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3.3.4.3:Psychometric Measurement
The psychometric questionnaires emp loyed in this study were a modified version
of the NASA Task Load Index (Perry et al., 2008) and soug ht to obtain the subjective
exper ience of part icipants through the testing and training periods, examining their
confidence and perceive d proficiency of ice-cove red water navigation. In total, two
questionnaires were administered - one afte r the participa nt completed his /her training
and the other after testing. Group I received genera l questions regarding lifeboat
navigation and maneuvering (Appendix G, Part IA), and for Groups 2, these quest ions,
along with questions regarding specific information on ice navigation (Appendix H, Part
18). Group 3 received both the Group 1 and 2 questions and additionally questions
specific to ice navigation and simulator trainin g (Appendix I, Part II). The post-testing
questionnaire was the same for all participants, regardless of group ass ignment, and
contained both scale and open-ended questions, in respect to participant ' s experience
durin g the testing period . Each subjec t identified a scale score betwee n 1-10, with I
represent ing low proficiency or confidence and 10 representing high proficiency or
confidence on each question presented (Appendix J). For the open-ended questions in the
post-testing questionn aire, the responses were analyzed using class ic content ana lysis
(Hsieh & Shannon, 2008). Th is method examined word frequencies in the responses.
The first questionnaire was given to participants upon completion of their training,
and exami ned their experie nce with the training they received. The second questionnaire
was administered once the participants had completed the full set of runs through the test
field. The responses showed how participants perceived confidence and proficiency in
what they had done.
3.4:Procedure
Trainin g for participants was provid ed on May 8th and 9th, 20 10. Field trials took
place over a five-day period from May 14th _17th, 20 10. The maximum possible delayed
between trainin g and testing was ten days . For field trails, all participant s were provided
with transportation to and from the test site. Once they arrived at the test site, they were
asked to remain in a room that did not have a window facing the test field, in order to
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reduce the opportunities for the subjec t to view the ice-field before their test. They were
provided with a laptop computer for movies, as well as snacks and beverages while they
waited for their test period to begin. Once it was time for a participant to complete the test
program, they were escorted to a trailer where they donned an immersion suit (White 's
Marine, Victoria, British Columbi a) (Figure 3-20) .
Figure 3-20: Marine Abandonment Immersion Suit worn by participants
Subjects were then esco rted to the lifeboat and given instructions by a member of
the research team on how to prepare to enter the simulated ice field. Each participant
performed six runs (Table 3-3). The order of the runs was randomized for each
participant. Participants were instructed to enter and exit the test field at specified
locations (Figure 3-2 1).
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Table 3.3: Directional runs through test field
Run Number Direction
North to South (NS)
South to North (SN)
East to South (ES)
East to North (EN)
Northwest to Southeast (NWSE)
Southeast to North west (SENW)
Figure 3-21: Visua l representati on of runs through test field
3.S:Sta tistical Analyses
A repeated one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out in order to
establish if group assignment influenced perform ance in each directional run.
Comparisons included path length, time through course , number of impacts, mean
maximum impact severity, and steering nozzle exec utions between the different group
trainin g conditi ons. Fisher Least Significant Difference tests were used as post-hoc test to
determin e if any significance existed. For the psychometric and questionnaire data, a
Spearman' s Rho (rs) correlation was chosen because of the lack of homogeneity of
variance within and between subjec ts.
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Chapter 4 : Results
Due to the challenges posed by field work and the cos ts assoc iated with
undertakin g such research , statistical interpretations will be liberal. P values <0.05 wi ll be
co nsidered to identi fy statistical significance and p< O.IO will be considered to approac h
statistica l significance and interpretations of these data are undertaken .
4.1:Performance Data
A qualitative, graphical analysis was utili zed to examine the path through the
course , relative to the pre-described entry and exit point s (Figure 3- 15). Dependin g on the
co urse navigated , each particip ant was given a pass or fail for each of their six runs
(Table 4-1 ).
Table 4.1: Pass/Fail Rates by Group Assignm ent
Gro up 1 2 3
Tota l run s 36 42 36
Fails( %) 28 29 II
Passes (%) 72 71 89
There was a significant association between the type of trainin g and whether or
not the participants success fully completed the trial (Appendix K, X2 (I ) = 13.95,
p=O.OOI). The raw data can be found in Appendix L. The se data sugges t tha t the chance
of participants havin g a passing attempt was 3.35 time s higher if they were trained using a
simulator rather than undert aking the standard STWC or STW C and theoretical ice
navigation trainin g.
The runs were exa mined from both a directional (Table 4-2) and order of
execution perspective (Ta ble 4-2) to examine if there was a learnin g effect. Thi s
examination showed that there did not seem to be a learning effec t throughout each
participant ' s test period .
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Table 4.2: Numb er of Failed Run s by Direction
Run
Group NS SN ES EN NWSE SE NW
1 I 3 2 I 2 I
2 I 3 4 2 0 2
3 0 I 0 I I I
Total: 2 7 6 4 3 4
Table 4.3: Numb er of Failed Run s by Ord er of Attempt
Run
Group I 2 3 4 5 6
1 0 I 3 2 3 I
2 0 2 2 5 2 I
3 0 I 0 2 I 0
Total: 0 4 5 9 6 2
4.1.1:Path Length
The path taken throu gh the course , der ived fro m position , headin g, and co urse
ove r gro und inform ation , was examined in two dif ferent ways. First, the mean path length
per gro up per run was ca lculated (Ta ble 4-4 ).
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Table 4.4: Mean (SO) Path Length (m) through the course
Path through course (m)
Run Group! Group 2 Group 3
NS (p=.036) 64.55(1.74) 64.97(1.39) 69.66(5.72)
SN (p=.088) 57.44(13.14) 65.55(3.83) 68.24(5 .06)
ES 61.10(3.52) 63.76(8.94) 60.93(7.47)
EN 64.85(8.29) 65.71(10.05) 68.88(9.2 1)
NWSE 64.81(4.50) 66.65(5.06) 64.93(4.73)
SENW 63.23(6.5 7) 6 1.73(9.38) 66.30(9.53)
An ANOVA (Appendix M) was performed and revealed that the path length taken
by Group 3 trained participants (p=.036) was significantly longer than the other groups.
Post-hoc analysis showed that Group 3 trained participants showed a longer path length
than those in Group I training (p= 0.021) and Group 2(p=0.027) for the NS run. For the
SN run, the ANOVA showed that Group 3 showed a significantly longer path through the
course (p=0.088) . Post hoc analysis (Appendix M) showed that it is significant compared
to Group I training (p=0.037).
4.1.2:Time in Course
Since the vesse l speed was governed throughout the trial, only the time taken to
complete the course was assessed. The mean time through each trial is presented in Table
4-5. A one-way analysis of variance was performed on the data, but no statistically
significant differences were found .
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) of Time in the course (s)
course (s): Mea n (SO)
Gro up 2 Group 3
71.43(7.60) 71.38(17.73)
68.93(13.92) 73.12(11.65)
74.39(20.05) 70.20(18.12)
81.20(28.26) 77.84(1 3.48)
71.09(14.34) 69.24(9.36)
69.19(21.73) 70.83(10.94)
standard deviation values for the number of
ns. These values were derived from the craft
raft.
er of Impacts (g) through the course
# of Imp acts: Mea n (SO)
up 1 Gro up 2 Gro up 3
.84) 3.14(2. 12) 3.00( 1.90)
1.55) 2.43( 1.51) 2. 17(1.47)
1.86) 3.71(1.89) 3.50(2.17)
2.48) 4.29(1.80) 4.50(1.05)
1.21) 3.00(2.58) 2.00( 1.10)
2.48) 2.71(1.38) 2.17(2.04)
er impacts than Group I participant s. The
s for the impact severities that occurred during
iod (Table 4-7).
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SENW 3.83(
NWSE 4.33(
EN 4.17(
Run Gro
Table 4.5: Mean (SO
NS 1.5(0
SN (p=O.I04) 4.00(
ES 3.33(
Ti me in
Run Gro up 1
NS 63.07(7.13)
SN 69.34(34.62)
ES 64.99(8 .74)
EN 93.18(47.27)
NWSE 67.78(5.90)
SENW 63.73(10.09)
Table 4.6: Mean (SO) of Numb
Group 3 participants tended to have few
ANOVA revealed no significant difference
the test per
Table 4-6 shows the mean and
impacts for each group through all 6 ru
accelerations and the impact loads on the c
4.1.3:Impact Dat a
Table 4.7: Mean (SD) of Maximum Impact Severity (g)
Mean (SD) Max imum l mpac t
Sever ity
Run Gro up 1 Gro up 2 Gro up 3
NS 0.26(0. 13) 0.29(0 .08) 0. 19(0.08)
SN 0.26(0.08) 0.23(0.15) 0. 16(0.09)
ES 0.19(0.05) 0.26(0.11) 0.27(0.11)
EN 0.31(0.08) 0.27(0.12) 0.27(0.06)
NWSE 0.25(0.07) 0.27(0.18) 0.31(0.17)
SENW 0.17(0.05) 0.21(0.08) 0.17(0.12)
4.1.4 :Steerin g Nozzle Exec utions
Steering nozzle executions were used to examine the number of times the
participant turned the wheel towards port or starboard (Table 4-8). The ANOVA
(Appendix M) for steering nozzle executions demonstrated that for the SN Run
(p=O.072), Group 3 participants tended to perform more rudder executions.
Table 4.8: Mean (SO) of Number of Steering Nozzle Executions Performed
Number of Steer ing Nozzle Exec utionslR un: Mea n
(SD)
Run Gro up 1 Group 2 Gro up 3
NS 10.31(1.97) 11.71(3.40) 11.50(2.35)
SN (p=O.072) 10.50(1.05) 10.57(2.23) 13.33(3.08)
ES 11.50(3.78) 12.71(2.81) 11.83(3.66)
EN 9.50(2.95) 11.29(6.34) 13.00(1.79)
NWSE 11.17(3.87) 12.14(4.30) 12.00(2.45)
SENW 9.83(2.48) 10.71(3.59) 12.00(4.10)
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4.2:Psychometric Data
4.2.1:Post-trainin g questionnaire results
The following questions were examined for the part icipants' responses on
predicted perform ance based on train ing. The scale asked participa nts to report a sco re
between 1-10, with I representin g low proficiency or confidence and 10 representin g high
proficiency or co nfidence on each question presented . Questions 4, 6 and 9 (Table 4-9)
addressed the participants' responses to the training they received in term s of lifeboat
handlin g, the effects of weather on navigation and their perceived proficiency in
navigatin g through ice. Questions 10, I I , and 12 (Table 4-10) were for the participant s in
Groups 2 and 3 who received the ice classroom briefing sess ion.
Table 4.9: Mean Scores from Post-Training General Questions
Question Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
4: How confident are you in understanding
the purpose and effec t of a lifeboat's 9.2 8.3 6.5
maneuverin g controls?
6: How confident are you in understanding
the effect waves and wind have on lifeboat 8.5 6.9 6.5
maneuvering?
9: How proficient do you feel that if
demanded, you could navigate a lifeboat 8 4.9 6.2
within an ice field?
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Table 4.10 : Mean Scores fro m Post Training Ice-Specific Questions
Question
10: How well do you think you will be able to navigate
through ice?
II : Do you feel you would likely sustain damage to the
lifeboat in an ice fie ld?
12: At what maximum concentration of ice do you
think you are able to navigate through?
Group 2
5. 1
4.3
Group 3
6.2
3.8
Part II of the Post-Trainin g Questionnaire focused on the fidelit y of the simulator trainin g
participants in Group 3 received . Questions 1-14 (Ta ble 4-11 ) examined contex tual,
mathem atical and behavi oral fidelit y.
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Table 4.11: Scores from Post Training Simulator Specific Questions
Question Group 3
I: How responsive was the simulated environment to actions that you
8
initiated (or performed)?
2: How natural did your interactions with the simulated environment
7.2
seem
3: How completely were all of your senses engaged? 7
4: How much did the visual aspects of the simulated environment
8.2
involve you?
5: How much did the auditory aspects of the simulated environment
6.8
involve you
6: How natural was the mechanisms that controlled movement through
7.3
the simulated environment?
7: How inconsistent or disconnected was the information coming from
6
your various senses?
8: How much did your experiences in the simulated environment seem
6.2
consistent with your real-world experiences?
9: Were you able to anticipate what would happen next in the simulated
6.3
environment in response to the actions that you performed?
10: How involved were you in the simulated environment experience? 7.7
II : How much delay did you experience between your actions and
4
expected outcomes?
12: How quickly did you adjust to the simulated environment
6.2
experience?
13: How proficient in moving and interacting with the simulated
7
environment did you feel at the end of the experience?
14: Did you learn new techniques that enabled you to improve your
8.7
performance
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t-Te stin g que stionnaire results
e post-test questionnaire included open-ended questions regarding the lifeboat
e. It included specific quest ions exami ning confi dence and perceived
y.
ost- Test Open-ended Qu estion s and Respon ses
2: Responses to Question I : What were the challenges you faced durin g testing?
Categor ized Resp onses Fre quency of Respon se
lity Issues 16
g related issues 13
nmental conditions 12
omicissues 8
I env ironme nt issues 3
tion issues 2
4.13: Responses to Question 2: What would better prepare you to face these
challenges?
Categor ized Resp onses Fre quency of Resp onse
ime spent training / practicing 24
g and handling ability 5
ity 4
micissues 3
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Table
Ergon
Intema
Instruc
Th
Enviro
Visibi
Steerin
Moret
Visibil
Ergono
Steerin
Table 4.1
4.2.2:Po s
experie nc
proficienc
4.2.2.1: P
Table 4.14: Responses to Question 3: What would help prepare you better for the ice
trials?
Categorized Responses Frequency of Response
Training and practice 16
Simulator training 9
Morelbetter knowledge and experience with ice-covered
6
waters
4.2.2.2: Post-Test Specific Questions and Responses
Responses from the Post-Test questionnaire (Appendix N) were examined (Table
4-15). The full data set can be found in Appendix M. A Spearman' s Rho (rs)analyses of
the post-test questionnaire mean responses (Appendix 0 ) determined that Question 4
(training effectiveness) was correlated to perceived competency in Question 5 (rs =.620)
and future perceived ability (proficiency) in Question 6 (rs =0.785) at a significance level
of p =.01. The maximum concentration that participants perceived they were able to
navigate through did not show to correlate to training type, ranging from an average of
3/ 10ths from Group 2, to an average of almost 5/ JOths for Group I.
Table 4.15: Mean (SD) of Post-Test Specific Question Responses by Group Assignment
Group
Q4* Q5* Q6* Q7 *
Average
I 5.5(2.81) 5. 17(2.79) 4.67(2.58) 4.83 (2.14)
2 6.29(2.83) 5.86(2.48) 5.86(1.46) 3(1.00)
3 7.6(0.52) 6.2(1.37) 6.6( 1.17) 4.2(2.25)
Q 4: How effective did you find the training?
Q 5: How well do you think you navigated the ice field during the testing?
Q 6: How well do you feel you can navigate through ice in the future?
Q 7: At what maximum concentration of ice do you think you are able to navigate
through in the future?
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Chapter 5 : Discussion
5.1:Introduction
Current STCW training requires that certain compe tencies be achieved in both
classroom and practical settings . This training , however, is limited with respect to the
broad array of environmental conditio ns likely to challenge coxswa ins in real-l ife
emergency situations. Trainin g opportunities in harsh maritim e enviro nments are limited
due to the inherent risks to the student, instructor, and trainin g asse ts. There is no
regulatory standard in place where ship masters have to demonstrate their competence in
all-wea ther navigation. Technology has facilitat ed advances in trainin g, such as the
development of bridge simulator training as mean s to prove one's co mpetence for large
vessel navigation in ice-covered waters (Patterson et aI., 20 11).These developm ents are
promi sing for the field of maritime simulation training, as simulator training becomes
more widely accepted as a suitable platform for skill acquisition. In term s of lifesaving
appliances, however, coxs wains do not have to demonstrate any competency of how to
navigate in debri s ridden or ice-cove red waters . These are concerns that could be
addressed by small craft simulator training, as a means to achieve competency through
skills developed beyond the classroom setting. Beyond specific skill buildin g, simulation
training can provide opport unities for building co mmunication and teamwork, preparing
for varied environmenta l conditions, and dealing with emergency situations in which
lifeboat evac uation can occur. Companies working toward innovation in maritime
training have developed simulators capable of providin g this training.
This study set out to examine whether simulation trainin g would better prepare
novice TEMPS C operators undertakin g ice navigation compared to those who underwent
co nventional STCW trainin g. It was hypothesized that those in the control groups
(Groups I and 2) would perform worse durin g their attempts at navigatin g through
simulated ice-covered waters, while those who co mpleted simulator training in ice would
perform better.
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The research completed in this study demon strated that simulator trained
participants (Group 3) performed better overall in the test period than those who received
standard trainin g (Group I). It also pointed out that throu gh participant experience, those
who were in the simulator group felt more co nfident regardin g their ice navigation
abiliti es compared to the other particip ants. Thi s allowed research ers to accept the two
hypothe ses proposed .
S.l.l :Simulator Training vers us Traditional Training
Current practices surrounding STCW Coxswain trainin g allow for particip ants to
have betwe en 30-72 minut es of hands-on physical trainin g in the coxswain positi on in a
lifeboat in order to demon strat e operational compet encie s, includin g launchin g,
mane uvering , recover ing and tran sferrin g cas ualtie s, and steering by compa ss navigation
(G. Small , personal communications, June 10, 2011 ). Other comp etencies include
operational aptitude in a group setting includin g prelaunch checks , launch , towing,
pacing, casua lty approach and recovery, recovery of the lifeboat, and full abandonm ent.
Contr asting this to the simulator trainin g deliv ered in this study, over a 30 minut e period ,
parti cipant s were able to get acq uainted with the simulator, fulfi ll the pre launch and
launch procedur es, and compl ete a numb er of tria ls throu gh varyin g wind and weather
conditions, includin g ice navigation . The simulator trainin g provided the adva ntage of
placing particip ants in challenging scenarios that would not likely be experienced durin g
typic al trainin g opportunities . Additi onally, the trainin g provided to Group 3 delivered
realistic inter actions and immediate feedba ck , and acco rding to Veitch , Billard , and
Patterson (2008a), simulator training offers trainees the opportunity to improv e SA, while
Taber (20 10) believes that having the chance to practice a skill in a realistic situation
better enables the trainee to recall that skill in real life.
The Canadian Tran sport Sa fety Board Report (A09AOOI6, 2009) of the March
2009 Cou gar Helicop ter Incident indica tes that those who under go Basic Surviv al
Trainin g (BST) must complete up to 40 hours of trainin g. The time spent in the
Helicopter Underwater Escape Trainin g (HUET) simulator is reported to be dependent
upon the rate at which trainees acquir e the necessary evac uat ion skills, and their need for
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explanation and practice. Early success may translate into reduced practice time in the
HUET. It is possible that this is similar to the trainin g experience of the STCW coxs wain
course. Ther e are experts in the maritim e field that believe a comp etency gap exis ts
(Veitch, Billard & Patterson, 2008b) betwe en the theoretical and physical trainin g for
those who co mplete STCW trainin g. Taber (20 10) in the Offshore Helic opter Safety
Report brings forward the point that while certifi ed under the same body; the institut ion
delivering a particular trainin g program could require that trainees demonstrate very
different task requir ements for HUET trainin g. Where simulator trainin g is officially
recognized for STCW coxswain trainin g, standardized, perform ance based programs must
be developed that would aid in alleviating issues such as these. Standardizing lifeboat
navigation trainin g could be better addressed using simulation-based technolo gies.
It is possible that simulator trainin g could be easier to coordinate and deliver than
standard trainin g (Taber, 2010 ), especially if the simulator is located onboard a vessel or
oil installati on. Can adian coxswains must renew their certification every three years,
while the IMO requir es sea farers to maintain co mpetency for surviva l craft every five
years (Patterson et aI., 20 11). Studi es have shown that the longer the period between skill
acquisition and use, the less likely the skill will be retained (O' Hara, 1990; Taber, 20 10).
Given the state of how trainin g drill s are performed at sea , implementin g refresher
train ing through simulation or virtual reality co uld prevent or minimize skill and
knowledge loss. Thi s study demonstrated that simulator trainin g could provide an
advantage in this respect , showing that novice operators that have received simulator
trainin g are more likely to success fully navigate through an obstacle field , with higher
co nfidence and perceived proficiency comp ared to those who have received standard
trainin g.
5.2 :Li mita tions
The field trial s had limitations that influenced the eco logical validity of the
experimental design and the statistical analyses of these data. A small sample size (n= 19)
resulted in weak power for statistical analy sis. Other factors that may have influenced
statistical analysis includ e the relati vely short trial period durin g which data were
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co llected, the density of the simulated ice-floes used durin g the trials, and the day-to-day
variability in weather conditions (Table 5- 1) that influenced lifeboat speed and
maneuverabilit y.
Table 5.1: Weather conditio ns over Tes t Period
Temp erature Average Maximum
DaylDat e
Temperature (°C) with Wind Speed Wind Speed Description
Rang e (0C)
windchill (knots) (knots)
Day I / May
4-8 4.2 5.4 7.0 Overcas t
I l th, 2010
I
Day 2/ May Drizzle with
It h, 20 10
4-8 5.0 9.4-12.4 22.0
cloud breaks
Day 3/ May
6-12 3.4 2.4- 13.5 19.4 Cloudy
13th , 20 10
Day4/May Moderate
14th , 2010
1-2 -4.7 8.3- 14.1 15.9
snow and fog
Day 5/May
3-6 - 1.2 8.2 9.8
Cloudy, fog
17th , 2010 and drizzle
For the time of each trial, there was generally 1-2 minutes of collected data. In a
real-li fe emergency situation, it is likely that coxswai ns would spend much longer
attempting to navigate around debri s or ice. The density of the simulated ice floes was
significantly less than what can be experienced with level and pack ice in seawaters in
northern and arctic regions.
S.3:Performance Factors
S.3.1:PasslFails
Participants were instructed to enter and exit the ice-field at certain points and to
avoid collisions with simulated ice obstacles while navigating through the course.
Statistical evidence sugges ts that the rate of failure is lower for simulation trained
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participant s, with participant s from Group 3 being 3.35 times more likely to succeed in
successf ully completing the demand s of the trial. Thi s sugges ts that their level of
competence for obstacle navigation is better than those who did not experience simulator
training (Table 4-1). As Tabe r, Simoes Re, and Power (20 11) report, it is likely that those
who have not had the opportunit y to navigate a lifeboat in more than benign
en vironmental conditions will experience difficulty in more threatenin g situations, which
agrees with the hypothesis posed in terms of failures on course. Studi es in fields such as
medicine have shown that simulators increase levels of competency and can be used over
long-term periods to maintain and upgrade trainees' skill sets (Chopra et al., 1994).
Research examining simulator trainin g and rehabilit ation for driving followin g a stroke
has shown that those who experience simulator trainin g are more likely to pass a driver ' s
test than those who underwent solely cognitive skill training (Akinwuntan et aI., 2005) .
Since the simulation trained group experienced the challenges posed by obstacle
navigation durin g their training, they may have been able to develop skills for adapting to
the TEMPSC and the challenges they faced when maneuvering through the ice-field,
compared to participants assigned to Groups I and 2.
The pass and fails were examined in both a direction based and order based
manner to see if any trend s emerged such as improvement as participant s progressed
throu gh the six runs. No such trend was found . This could be due to the short number of
runs conducted and the fact the weather conditions changed throu ghout the duration of
the test period .
5.3.2:P er forman ce Fac to r Co mpa r isons
Strum and colleagues (2008) caution those in the field of simulation training not
to exa mine performance-indi cating factors in silos. Performance time, for example. has
been used as a measurement for a variety of studies in the medical field, yet as a single
measure it may not be able to confirm that a trainee has acquir ed an expert level of
proficiency. It may contribute to expert performance but alone cannot measure the quality
of the trainee ' s work. In order to gauge a participant ' s ove rall ability, it was necessary to
undertake a more comprehensive or holistic eva luation of the participant' s performance.
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5.3.2.1: Path Length
Examinin g the mean path length across groups, Group 3 took the longest path
through the course for four out of the six runs and showed significantly longer path
lengths through the field for the NS run and the SN run (Table 4-4). It is possible that this
indicates participant s from Group 3 were more attentive and selective to the path they
chose through the field , showing better recogniti on of the hazards of ice navigation
compared to those in Groups I and 2. It is also possib le, as seen in the specific Post-Test
Questionna ire results (Ta ble 4-15) that Group 3 participants had more confidence in their
ability to maneuver throu gh the ice-field.
When comparing various performan ce metrics, clusters seem to be present
especially between Group I and Group 3. Generally, Group 2 falls somewhere in
between. The majority of the Group 3 participants tended to take a longer path through
the course (Figure 5-1), compared to the majority of those in Group I. This could be
indicative of navigat ion choices made through the field and attempts at obstacle
avoidance.
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Figure 5-1: Path Length versus Time through course (with failed runs)
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Figure 5-2: Path Length versus Numb er of Impacts (with failed runs)
This tendency for group means to cluster together seemed to occur for numb er of
impacts over the path taken durin g the run . In line with the hypotheses that Gro up 3
participants would perform better than those in Group s I and 2, this comparison (Figure
5-2) sugges ts that overa ll simulator trained participants were able to better navigate
through the field, colliding with fewer obstacles .
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Figure 5-3: Path Length versus Stee ring Nozz le Executi on (with failed run s)
When comparing the number of steering executions to the path taken through the
co urse, the data see ms to sugges t that the number of steering nozzle exec utions per formed
by Gro up 3 particip ants were often more than Group I particip ants. It is possible that one
reason for this is that they were able to better plan their path throu gh the course, choos ing
a longer path , making more exec utions (Figure 5-3) in order to get to the ex its compa red
to those in Group I .
5.3.2.2: Time
The data reveals no statistica l significa nce in rega rds to gro up ass ignment (Ta ble
4-5) and trial time. While prevailing weather conditions could have had an effect on time
between trials and gro ups, this consistency is likely due to the fact that the throttle was
gove rned for the entirety of the trials. Differences in time on course are related to path
length or the effec ts of a participant getting stuck on an obs tacle . In rea lity, it is likely that
this takes place ofte n, if a coxswai n was attempting to navigate through pack ice. As
Igloliorteet.al (2008) demonstrated, eve n expe rienced coxswains had difficu lty
maneuverin g through thick pack ice. Futur e studies must exa mine the effec t of
ungoverned speed on the performance of novice operators.
5.3.2.3: Impacts and Impact Severity
The numb er of imp acts eac h gro up had was not statistically di fferent (Ta ble 4.6).
Based upon video reco rd analyses, it was found that more of the impacts made were head-
on impac ts compared to glancing impacts (Tab le 5-1).
Ta ble 5.2: Numbe r of Impacts by Group Assig nme nt
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It is likely then, in reality that the type of impact made relates to the damage to the
vessel and potential for occupant injury . Impact severity demonstrated no statistical
significance across groups (Table 4-7). Although the mean maximum impact sever ities
were small due to the low mass of the simulated ice obstacles, the data indicates that it is
important in future research to examine the type of impact and the corresponding severity.
5.3.2.4: Steering Nozzle Executions
This metric is considered to be an indication of maneuvering and navigating
ability. There was no statistical significance found (Table 4-8) in the data, however, this
can in part be due to the fact that participants found the lifeboat' s visibility of the field
very limitin g (Table 4-12). It is also possible that due to the speed limitations placed on
the lifeboat, turnin g the vessel was slow and it took a period of time for the boat to
respond to the wheel turn , adding to the difficulty of maneuvering around obstacles.
.. 3.50 f--.------ -----; . -
J3.00 ---- -; --. -
2.50 ---.-------
.I> .I>
1.00 -1----.----,----,-------,--------,
9.00
Figure 5-4: Steering Executions versus Number of Impacts (with failed runs)
Maneuvering ability and obstacle avoidance data tended to cluster by group.
Group 3 participants demonstrated a better ability in navigating through the field with
fewer collisions compared to those in Group I (Figure 5-4). In this study, all collisions
were considered the same in terms of potential for damage to the vessel or injury to the
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occupants. Given the small decelerations due to gravity, the impact sever ity did not reach
a level that could produce structural damage or musculoskeletal injury.
:s
~ 0 25 -t------ ------
~f 0.20
0.10 +---~--~-~-~-~
9.00
Figure 5-5: Steering Executions versus Impact Severity (with failed runs)
This trend continues when observing the steering exec utions against the mean
maximum severi ty of impacts sustained. Simulator trained participants has a tendency to
make more maneuvers and hit less obstacles (Figure 5-4) while maintaining impacts that
were less severe (Figure 5-5). Given the larger inertial properties of ice, or other debris
that might be in the water, avoiding large, head on impacts should lessen the likelihood of
critical damage to the lifeboat or impact related injuries to the occupants.
5.4:Psychometric Factors
Collecting feedback can play an integral part in training, as it enables part icipants
to focus on specific areas for improvement (Ali, 2007; Barber, 1996; Muirhead, 1996).lt
can also be useful in looking at the quality of training. In the instance of this study, the
research team used the feedback to examine the effect training had on perceived
performance.
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5.4.1:Post-Traini ng Questionnaires
5.4.1.1: General question s
Th e general ques tions reported that Group I partic ipa nts (9.2) fe lt more co nfide nt
(Tab le 4-9, Question 4 - App end ix G) than Group 2 (8.3) and Group 3 (6 .5) partic ipant s
regard ing the need and response of the lifeboat' s maneu vering contro ls. Th is cou ld be
attributed to the fact that Group 1 and 2 had hand s-on trainin g and ex perie nce in a
TEMPS C, whil e Group 3 only spent time in the simulator before the actua l testin g per iod .
Group 1 parti cip ant s (8.5) felt more co nfide nt in their und erstandin g of wind and waves
on lifeboat maneuv erin g (Ta ble 4-9, Question 6 - App endi x G), whil e Group 2 (6.9) and
Group 3 (6.5) felt less confid ent with their under standing in thi s area . Interestin gly, the
reported mean respon ses for futur e profi cienc y (Ta ble 4- 9, Question 9 - App endi x G) of
ice navigati on ability, Group 1(8) felt the most proficient , whil e Group 3 (6 .2) felt less
proficient and Group 2 (4.9) fe lt the least proficien t. It is possibl e that Group 2
parti c ipant s fe lt th is way because they spent their time trainin g on ca lm waters and clear
skies, and with the inform ation on ice navigation through thei r classroom sess ion they
rece ived, they may have felt that this trai ning did not adequate ly prep are them to face ice-
cove red waters . It is also likely that training necess itates some ex pos ure to the physical
se tting of the lifeboat , whic h cou ld be why participants in Group 1 felt more proficient
after train ing.
5.4.1.2: Ice-specific questions
In term s of ice related quest ions, Group s 2 and 3 were give n the same classroom
sess ion, but received different types of lifeboat training. Mean sco res (Ta ble 4-10,
Quest ion s 10 & 11 - App endi x H) fro m Group 3 (6.2) ind icated that parti cip ant s fe lt they
co uld navi gate through ice better than their counterpa rts in Group 2(5 .1). Additi on ally
parti cip ant s in Group 3(6) believed they would be less likely to sustain dam age to the
vesse l than parti cipants in Group 2(7). Regardin g ice conce ntra tion (Ta ble 4-10 , Quest ion
12 - App end ix H), parti cip ant s in Group 3 answered that they felt they co uld navigate
throu gh a lesser co nce ntra tion (3.8) compared to part icipant s in Group 2 (4 .9) . Th is co uld
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be due to their ex perience with ice-covered waters in the simulato r. When exa mining the
responses from participants in Group s 2 and 3 after they completed the test program
(Ta ble 4-15 ), these rankings changed. Group 3 participants felt they co uld navigate
throu gh slightly higher concentrations (4.2) compared to parti cipants from Group 2 (3).
5.4.1.3:Simulator specific questions
In the lifeboat simulator used in this study , senso ry feedback from any impacts
was immediate. The subjec t had audio and visual feed back related to the magnitude of the
impact and the seve rity of damage to the craft, but no inertia l feedback . Veitch, Billard
and Patterson (2008a) state that the fide lity of a simulator depend s on three components:
co ntex tua l, mathem atical, and behavioral. These must be considered in the design of the
simulator and the trainin g experiences . Contextual fidelity is defin ed as the "relevance of
the training matter and environment from the perspecti ve of the trainee" (Veitch, Billard
and Patterson , 2008a, p. 407). Mathematical fide lity refe rs to the acc uracy through
mode ling of the vesse l's motions, wind and wave effec ts and the response of the
navigation equipme nt. Finally, the authors define behavioral fide lity as de pending on the
subjec t and their perception and response to the simulated environment (Ve itch, Billard&
Patterson , 2008) . Taber (20 10) places high importance on physical fide lity for the transfe r
of procedur al knowledge. He also indicates that the amount of practice a trainee receives
in the simulated environment contributes to skill transfer. Based on parti cipant response
(Ta ble 4-11 ), it was found that the Group 3 participants felt that the simulator had ove r
60% effec tiveness for these measures of fide lity.
5.4.1.3.1: Contextual Fidelity
Simulator trained particip ants were posed five questions regar ding the contex tua l
fide lity of the simulato r (Appendix I). Overall , parti cipants reported that the environment
felt natural (7.2), consistent with the real world (6.2), involved with the simulation (7 .7)),
proficient from their interaction with the simulator (7) and that they had learned new
skills (8.7). Th is sugges ts that the simulator had a high degree of contex tua l fide lity.
5.4.1.3.2: Mathematical Fidelity
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Six questions addressed the mathematical fidelity of the simulator. When asked
about the visual aspects of the simulator, the mean response was 8.2 out of 10. This
measure demonstrates that the programmin g used in the simulation training fulfilled the
visual expectations and met high levels of mathematical fidelity. Other aspects surveyed
included the responsiveness of the simulator (8), the auditory interaction (6.8), the natural
movement control (7.3), the ability to predict the consequences of one's actions (6.3) and
the delay experienced between actions and expected outcomes (4).
5.4.1.3.3: Behavioral Fidelity
Six questions were answered regarding behavioral fidelity. The questions
examined participant engagement (7) , inconsistency of the experience (6.3), ability to
predict the consequences of one's actions (6.3), involvement (7.7), learning adjustment
(6.2), and learned proficiency (7) . Five out of the six responses demonstrate that the
participants felt the behavioral realism presented in the simulator engaged them and
presented realistic conditions in which they were able to learn. The only questions that
reveal that the cueing of the operating system was not as good as the participants felt it
could be was Question 7: "How inconsistent or disconnected was the information coming
from your various senses?" . Overall, participants felt that this was an issue they
experienced during their training, with an average response of 6. This could be due to the
lack of physical motion response when they made an error that would sustain damage to
the lifeboat. Upon examining the question, it is possible that the wording was confusing
for participants, as all the other responses show a positive recognition of the behavioral
fidelity of the simulator.
5.4.1.4: Summary of Fidelity
It is essential that virtual environment training mediums yield learning outcomes
equivalent to, or better than existing training methods, when being utilized for emergency
training programs. A technical assessment of simulator training effec tively defines how
closely the simulated environment compares to the real environment. Examining
simulator training from a regulatory point of view, three main technical attributes are
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utilized : physical realism (a measure of the functionality of the system) ; behaviora l
realism (a measure of the mathematical fidelity of the system); and the operating
enviro nment (a measure of the fidelity of the cuing system). The resea rch completed in
this study sugges ts that the simulator used to provide ice navigation trainin g for lifeboat
coxswa ins was effec tive in providing the appropriate fide lity to ensure a succes sful
training ex perience .
Future work in the area of simulator training validi ty must pointedly measure the
subjec tive experience of participants for a wide variety of factors relating to fide lity, as
this will provid e useful inform ation on how to improve simulator-based trainin g for
survival craft operators.
5.4.2:Post-Testin g Questionnaires
5.4,2.1: Op en-ended questions
When exa mining the results of the Post-Test Questionnaire data, in regards to
visibility and navigation of the lifeboat (Table 4- 15), clear ergonomic issues emerged .
Thi s information ties into the design of many TEMP SC lifeboats that have placed the
coxswai n's position near the stem of the vesse l. lgloliorte, Kend rick, Brown & Boone
(2008) reported that the placement of the coxswa in's seat poses significa nt difficult ies for
steering visibility, especially in ice-covered waters. They reported that it is likely that the
less experience a cox swa in has in TEMPSC navigation, the more challenges he/she will
face in term s of dealing with visibility issues when attempting to navigate through ice-
cove red waters.
5.4.2.2: Specific Questions
Research has highlighted that the confidence participants place in simulator
training, for both attaining knowledge and refreshing proficiencies, is important to
examine (Dahlstrom et al., 2008; Hytten, 1989). Sim ulator trained participant s seemed to
feel more comfortabl e with ice navigation and had more confidence in the effectiveness
of their training, as indicated by Question 1-3 on the Post Testing Questionnaire. Sedlack
et al. (2004) demonstrated that medical residents perceived higher levels of confidence
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upon co mpletion of simulator training compared to standard training. Since no
participants had previous experiences with small craft navigation, it may be assumed that
all participants, regardless of group assig nment, had similar competencies at the start of
the pre-collection training. Given that they were at a similar baseline skill-leve l entering
into trainin g, this could speak to the improvement seen in both the decreases in the failure
rate and increased level of confidence exper ienced by the simulator group. Gallagher and
co lleagues (2005) reported that medical residents separated into two different trainin g
groups with similar baselines, demonstrated that those who exper ienced simulator
training enhanced their init ial level of know ledge more than those who did not.
S.S:Ergonomic Issues
As Taber, Simoes Re, and Power (20 11) share, it is appare nt that little or no
consideration regardin g evac uation into harsh enviro nments, as they illustra ted many of
the issues encountered when navigating in ice-co vered waters, is used in the design of
TEMP SCs. Their paper considers a numb er of ergonomic and habit abilit y issues that
must be considered for lifeboat evac uation, but the ergono mic-related findings were of
particular interest for this study (Table 4-12,4-13). Taber (20 10) exa mined the workspace
for a coxs wain faced with navigation through ice-covered waters and came to many of the
same conclusions that participants in this study also made. Visibilit y was a major issue,
along with temp erature and inabil ity to navigate around ice that was no longer visible due
to the shape of the lifeboat. As sugges ted by some of the perform ance factors, poor design
of the lifeboat could be the main reason why more significant differences were not found
between the experimental groups. It is possible that those in Group 3 were better able to
overcome the ergonomic challenges presented durin g the test period . Thi s may be due to
the opportunities they had to practice obstacle avoidance in the simulator. It is reasonable,
then, to conclude that ergonomic consideratio ns are an issue that must be further
investigated as a means to provide grounds for perform ance based standards for lifesaving
appliance approva l.
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5.6:Future Usesof Simulation Training in the Maritime Domain
More empirical evidence must be delivered by the maritime research community
surrounding the effec tiveness of skill transfer from simulator training into the real
physical world (Barber, 1996). As Webb &Woo ley (1996) have sugges ted, the use of
differenti al global positionin g system (DGPS) can be useful in comparing simulator
performance with actual lifeboat performance.
As visibility emerged as one of the main issues of concern for participants in this
study (Table 4-15), it may be reasonable to conclude that more simulator training could
better prepare coxswa ins to deal with visibility issues in debris ridden and ice-covered
waters. Lifeboat simulators possess the capacity to create situations with changing and
degradin g visibility (Veitch, Billard, & Patterson, 2008). The other alternative to improve
visibility , which may improve coll ision avoidan ce performance, is to consider redesignin g
the craft such as putting the cockpit in the front of the vesse l or using bow-mounted
5.7:Summary
Overall, participants trained via simulator were more confident in their abilities
and holistically demonstrated better performance. In future research in this area, a larger
sample size and more eco logica l validity is necessary to improve upon the statistica l
power of the research. Investigating the challenges posed by ergonomic issues for lifeboat
coxswa in may also provide valuable information in terms of influence of ergonomics and
training adaptability.
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Chapter 6 : Conclusion
As technology advances, simulation training becomes increasingly relevant , and
in the case of extreme envi ronmental conditions, a safe and reliable complement to
current trainin g regimes. This research demonstrates that simulation trainin g can offer a
host of perform ance and psychometric skill build ing parameters that may be refined and
deve loped further with additional research. Avia tion, medicine, and military industries
have consistently demonstrated that simulation training can play an integra l role in
situational training that would otherwise place perso nnel at risk.
The U.S. Navy (20 10) has sugges ted that certa in training approac hes are able to
allow cadets to continue to hone their skills while not at sea, using gaming and virtual
reality. It may be possible that this training model can be translated into STCW training
for lifeboat coxswai ns, durin g their time onshore, as well as durin g their time at sea, using
either part- task or full mission simulators . This researc h prov ides preliminary evidence
with which to lobby nationa l and international bodies to formally include ice-navigation
in course requ irements for lifeboat coxswa ins . Simu lator training would also be usefu l in
filling the gap that ofte n occurs between standard training and real world emergencies.
A clear message from the post-testing survey was the request for more training,
with a focus on obstacle avoidance. More research is necessary in this area to determin e
what parameters should be benchm arks for perform ance improve ments. The findin gs in
this study relay to regulators that they should exa mine the current STCW coxswai n
training standards for inclusion of obs tacle avoidance training as a surroga te for ice-
covered water training. Environmental changes necessitate a closer look at how
regulations surrounding training should evolve for the EER process . This eval uation is
paramount for the safety of those onboard vesse ls and installations in northern and Arctic
environments. Although the effect of simulation training on coxswa in performance is not
yet fully developed , this research allows parallels to be drawn with the long established
success of medical simulation training. Many facets of medicine use simulation to
educate students and to aid experts in maintaining and deve loping skills. Similarly, in
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terms of the maritime environment, simulation training could be a viable alternative or
complement to current standard STCW training.
This study can be considered a proof of concept regarding the utility of simulation
training within the STWC curriculum and experimental approaches to assessing
simulation training efficacy. Expanding the training time may be recommended for future
research in this area. It is expected that with longer training times for control and
simulator groups, participants will have more time to become acquainted with the lifeboat
and more accustomed to the feel and behavior of the vessel. This area should be further
investigated.
These preliminary findings provide an opportunity for those with an interest in
bringing international attention to the usefulness of simulators. It establishes a basis on
which future research can be expanded upon. Training through the use of simulators may
allow regulators, institutions, and companies the prospect of enhancing and
supplementing current lifeboat coxswain training standards.
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Appendix A: Recruitment Poster
RECR UIT ME NT FO R SCIENTIFIC RESEAR CH PR OJ ECT
" Valida tion and Acc re ditat ion of Sma ll Craft Simulato r T ra ining"
NRC RE B #:2009-73
The Institute For Ocean Technology (lOT), part of the National Research Council of Canada
(NRC), is conducting a research program on the validation and accreditation of small craft
simulator training. Currently, under international regulations, no requirements exist that indicate
training must be completed by lifeboat coxswains for navigating through ice infested
environments. The purpose of this study is to determine if simulated lifeboat training will provide
participants with the ability to navigate through ice, while maintaining a safe training
environment.
We are looking to recruit healthy individual s, 19 plus years of age to volunteer for this
study. The study would consist of two certification sess ions (Small Craft Operators Card)
- Mon. Apr. 26 th & Wed. Apr . 28th : 1:00 -4:00 p.m ., one training sess ion of 8 hours
(be tween May 3rd and Ma y 7lh) and one testing sess ion of approximately 5 hours
(Between May loth and May 14th) . The trainin g sess ion will take place at either the
Marine Institute or Virtu al Marine Technologies. The test sess ion will take place in close
vicinity to St. John' s. Transportation will be provided for you. The training program will
start in April 20 10 and the testing will take place in the first two weeks of May 20 10. You
will be given $50.00 CAD for trainin g and $50.00 for the testing.
If you have any of the followin g criteria, you will NOT be eligib le for the study:
• Cannot currently hold STCW lifeboat trainin g certifica tion
• Sensitivity to the co ld
• Large susce ptibility to motion sickness
• Conditi ons that co uld be aggravated by increased anxie ty
• Pre-existing heart or lung conditions that impair physical activ ity
• Pre-existing muscle or skeletal co nditions that limit mobilit y
• Inability to swim
• Uncomfortabl e ove r water
• Fear of enclose d spaces
Recruitment will start January 4 l \ 20 10 and will be ongoing.
If you are interested in volunteering for this project please contact Stepha nie Power at
the followin g numb ers:
Mond ay - Friday, 08 :30 - 17:00 : (709) 772-3927
Anytime after 17:00: (709) 764-0201.
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Appendix B:Ph ysical Activity Readin ess Questionnaire
PAR-Q & YOU
Physical Activity Readiness
Questionnaire - PAR-Q (revised 2(02 )
(A Quest ionna ire for People Aged 15 to 69)
Regular physical activity is fun and healthy, and increas ingly more people are starting to
become more active eve ry day. Being more active is very safe for most people. However,
some people should check with their doctor before they start becomin g much more
physically active.
If you are planning to become much more physically active than you are now, start by
answering the seven questions in the box below. If you are between the ages of 15 and 69,
the PAR-Q will tell you if you should check with your doctor before you start. If you are
over 69 years of age, and you are not used to being very active, check with your doctor.
Common sense is your best guide when you answer these questions. Please read the
questions carefully and answer each one honestly: check YES or NO.
YES NO
I. Has your doctor ever said that you have a heart condition illllLthat you
should only do physical activity recommended by a doctor?
_ _ 2. Do you feel pain in your chest when you do physical activity?
_ _ 3. In the past month, have you had chest pain when you were not doing
physical activity?
_ _ 4. Do you lose your balance because of dizziness or do you ever lose
consciousness?
_ _ 5. Do you have a bone or joint problem (for example, back, knee or hip) that
could be made worse by a change in your physical activity?
_ _ 6. Is your doctor currently prescribin g drugs (for example, water pills) for your
blood pressure or heart condition?
7. Do you know of any other reason why you should not do physical activity?
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If you an swer ed YES to one or mor e of th ese qu esti ons:
Talk with your doctor by phone or in person BEFORE you start becomin g much more
physically active or BEFOR E you have a fitness appraisa l. Tell your doctor about the
PAR-Q and which questions you answe red YES .
• You may be able to do any activity you want - as long as you start slowly and build up
gradually. Or, you may need to restrict your activities to those which are safe for you.
Talk with your doctor about the kinds of activities you wish to participate in and follow
his/heradvice.
• Find out which community programs are safe and helpful for you.
If you answe re d NO
If you answered NO honestly to illLPAR-Q questions, you ca n be reasonabl y sure that
you can:
• start becomin g much more physically active - begin slowly and build up gradually. Thi s
is the safest and easiest way to go.
o take part in a fitness appr aisal - this is an exce llent way to determin e your basic fitness
so that you can plan the best way for you to live actively. It is also highly recommended
that you have your blood pressure eva luated. If your readin g is over 144/94 , talk with
your doctor before you start becomin g much more physically active .
PL EASE NOTE: If your health changes so that you then answer YES to any of the
above questions, tell your fitness or health professional. Ask whether you should change
your physical acti vity plan.
Informed Use of the PAR-O : The Canadi an Society for Exercise Physiology, Health
Canada, and their agents assume no liability for persons who undertak e physical activity,
and if in doubt after comp leting this que stionnaire , consult your doctor prior to physical
activ ity.
NOTE: If the PAR-Q is being given to a person before he or she participates in a physical
activity program or a fitness apprai sal, this section may be used for legal or admini strative
purposes.
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"I have read, understood and completed this questionnaire. Any questions I had were
answered to my full satisfaction."
NAME, _
SIGNATURE, _
DATE _
SIGNATUREOF PARENT or GUARDIAN(for participants under the age of majority)
WITNESS _
Note: This physical activity clearance is valid for a maximum of 12 month s from the
date it is comp leted and becomes invalid if your condition chang es so that you would
answer YES to any of the seven questions.
Health Canada Sante Canada
© Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology
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Appendix C: Written Consent Form
Consen t to Take Part in Research
TITLE:
Effect of simulated training upon the performance of ice field navigation in a lifeboat
INVESTI GATOR (S): Dr. Scott MacKinnon, Ms. Stephanie Power, Mr. Antonio
Simoes Re, Mr. Jonathan Power, Capt. Philip McCarter
SPONS OR: Transpor t Cana da
You have been invited to tak e part in a rese a rch study . It is up to you to decid e
wheth er to be in th e study or not. Befor e you decide, you need to und er stand what
th e study is for , what ri sks you might take and what benefits you might receive.
Thi s consent form explains the study .
The resear cher s will :
• discuss the study with you
• answer your qu estions
• keep confide ntial any inform ati on which could identify you per sonall y
• be ava ilable during the study to deal with problems and answe r ques tions
1. In tr oductionlBa ckground:
Currently, under international regulations, no requirements exist that indicate training
must be completed by lifeboat coxswa ins for navigating through ice infested
environments. As many maritime operations move northwards, such as shipping and
offshore oil & gas drilling, expectations for personnel to experience harsh
environments, in particular, those infested with ice are increasing. There remains
little opportunity to train in ice conditions and such training will add to the risk of
harm to the participant. The National Research Council of Canada's Institute for
Ocean Technology (NRC- lOT), Memorial University, and Virtual Marine
Technology Inc. (VMT Inc.) are examining the effectiveness of using virtual lifeboat
training through the use of simulator to help increase the safety of offshore personnel.
By using a simulator to train operators in such harsh conditions training opportunities
can be increased and risk to operators and instructors and damage to equipment can
be reduced. It is still not known whether simulated ice navigation training is as
effec tive as training in the actual environment.
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2. Purp ose of study:
The purpose of this study is to determine if simulated lifeboat training will provide
participants with the ability to navigate through ice, while maintaining a safe training
environment.
3. Description of the study procedures and tests:
If you choose to participate in this study, you will be required to complete one day of
training, provided by experts in the area of lifeboat navigation. Depending on the
group you are placed in, this training will either take place in a classroom or in the
simulator. On the test day, you will be provided transportation to and from the test
site. You will be required to wear warm clothing and footwear for that day. When
you arrive on site, a testing order will be determined and as long as weather and
equipment allows, you will complete a test, which will run for approximately 30
minutes through a simulated course of ice. During this test, you will be the one
navigating the lifeboat. There will be two experienced crew member s on board the
lifeboat in case you should decide you are not comfort able in finishing the test. NRC-
lOT' s field trials coordinator will be responsible for ensuring all safety procedures
are followed throughout the trials. As a result, the field trials coordinator may, at any
time, stop the tests if they feel they have become unsafe. As well, the field trials
coordinator may excuse any person from participating, or continuing, in the study if
they feel that their safety could be at risk.
Current Transport Canada (TC) regulations require that anybody piloting a motorized
boat will require a Pleasure Craft operator's license. In order to ensure that this study
complies with TC regulations, the research team will hold a course at NRC-lOT to
allow you the opportunity to obtain the license. The time commitment for this course
will be two, two-hour sessions held on different nights. The research team is offering
this course at no cost to you, and upon completing the course you will obtain a
Pleasure Craft operator's license.
During the tests, you will be required to wear a floater suit, helmet, and ear protection
while they are in the lifeboat, along with an Electro Cardiogram (ECG) monitoring
system. The ECG will measure and record your heart rate throughout the trial. Once
the testing is complete, you will be asked to fill out an exit questionnaire.
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In order to be eligible to safely participate in this study, you must meet certa in
conditions. These conditions are:
I .) Cannot currently hold Standards, Tra ining, Certifica tion and Watchkeeping
(STCW) certification - we require naive people to participate in this ex periment
who have had no expe rience driving a lifeboat.
2.) No sensitivity to the co ld - it is possible that the tests may occur during cold
weather. If you have a sensitivity to, or not able to tolerate, co ld tem peratu res,
then you are not eligible to participate in the study.
3.) Not susce ptible to motion sickness - the unstable enviro nment may cause
symptoms of motion. If you have a high susceptibility to motion sickness , you
will not be able to participate in the study.
4.) No co nditions that could be aggravated by anxiety - if you have a medical
condition that is aggravated by anxiety, then you are not eligible to participate in
this study.
5.) No pre-exi sting heart or lung conditions - if you currently have a heart or lung
condition that impair your ability to perform physical activity, you will not be
able to participate in this study.
6.) No pre-existing muscle or skeletal conditi on that limit s your mobilit y - since
there will be some physical activity requir ed to enter and ex it the lifeboat, you not
be able to participate if you have limited mobil ity. If you are unable to cli mb a
ladder by yourse lf, only able to enter/ex it a car with great difficult y, or unable to
crawl, then you will not be able to participate.
7.) Abilit y to swim - you must be able to swim in the water for short periods of time
(less than 10 minutes) to be eligible to participate in this study.
8.) Comfortable ove r water - since these tests are being conducted in a lifeboat, you
must be co mfortab le in being over water to be eligible to participa te in this study.
9.) Not Claustrophobic - the interior of the lifeboat is small. You must not have a
fear of enclose d spaces to be able to participate in this study.
4. Length of time:
You will be asked to participate in training sessio ns where you will have the
opportunity to obtain your Pleasure Craft operator 's license. The sess ions will consist
of two (2), two-hour (2) courses.
You will be required to come in for one day of training prior to the testing which will
be one ( I) eight (8) hour sess ion. For the testing, you will be requir ed to come for one
(I ) day for up to six (6) hours. Unless there is adve rse weather, which delays testing
or requir es testing to be reschedul ed, your total time commitment will be
approximately 16- 18 hours.
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5. Possible risks and discomforts:
Risks:
I) There is potenti al that you may slip, trip or fall result ing in physical brui sing or
injur y. Memb ers of the research team have been trained in advanced first aid , and
will be able to treat any minor injuri es you may receive at the test location . If you
fall into the water, you will be wearing a floater suit that will keep you afloa t in
the water while research team members retrieve you.
2) There is a very small risk of the safety of the lifeboat to be co mpromised, result ing
in you having to abandon it into the FRC or into the water.
3) Risk of noise levels exceeding safety limits - you will be provided with hearing
protection.
4) There is a possible risk that carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide build -up may
excee d safe levels. Carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide levels are measured and
monit ored by sensors both in the lifeboat, and by research team memb ers on
shore. If these gas levels excee d safe ty limit s, audio and visual warnings will
activate in the lifeboat and the test will be stopped.
Discomforts:
I) Possibilit y of you becomin g too hot or too co ld throughout the trials. Since this
study is not measuring the thermal responses of the participants, you will be
encourage d to adjust your clothin g state (i.e. opening a zipper, removing gloves)
to a level of therm al comfort you find acceptable.
Inconveniences:
I) You will be provided transportation for travel of approx imately 45 minutes to test
site.
2) You could have interrupti on of normal daily schedules.
3) You may have to commit to ear ly mornin gs or late evening, depend ing on testing.
4) You will be in an enclose d space while piloting the lifeboat.
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6. Benefits:
You will receive a Pleasure Craft Operator ' s license as a result of participating in this
experiment.
7. Liabilit y sta tement:
Signing this form gives us your consent to be in this study. It tells us that you
unde rstand the inform ation about the resear ch study. When you sign this form,
you do not give up your legal rights. Resear chers or agencies involved in this
resear ch study still have their legal and pr ofessional responsibiliti es.
8. What about my pri vacy and confidentiality?
Prote ctin g your pri vacy is an important part of this study. Every effor t to
prot ect your pri vacy will be mad e. However it cannot be gua ranteed. For
example we may be required by law to allow access to resear ch record s.
When you sign this consent form you give us perm ission to
• Collect inform ation from you
• Collect inform ation from your health record
• Share inform ation with the people conducting the stud)'
• Sha re inform ation with the people responsible for protecting your safety .
Access to record s
The memb ers of the resea rch team will see study records that identi fy you by
name.
Oth er people rna)' need to look at the study record s that identify you by name.
This might includ e the resear ch ethics board. You may ask to see the list of
these people. They can look at your record s only when one of the resear ch team
is pr esent.
Use of record s
The resear ch team will collect and use only th e information they need for this
resear ch study.
This inform ation will includ e your
• date of birth
• mass
• height
• inform ation from questionnaires
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Your name and contact information will be kept secure by the research team in
Newfoundland and Labrador. It will not be shared with others without your
permission. Your name will not appear in any report or article published as a
result of this study.
Information collected for this stud y will kept for 5 years.
If you decide to withdraw from the study, the information collected up to that
time will continue to be used by the research team. It may not be removed. This
information will only be used for the purposes of this study
Information collected and used by the research team will be stored by Dr. Scott
MacKinnon and he is the person responsible for keeping it secure.
Your access to records
You may ask the Dr. MacKinnon to see the information that has been collected
about you.
9. Questions:
If you have any questions about taking part in this study, you can meet with the
investigator who is in charge of the study at this institution. That person is: Dr. Scott
MacKinn on.
Or you can talk to someone who is not involved with the study at all, but can advise you
on your rights as a participant in a resea rch study. This person can be reached through:
Office of the Human Investigation Committee (HIC) at 709-777-6974 or
Email: hic @mull.ca
After signing this consent you will be given a copy.
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Signature Page
Stud y title :
Effect of simulated training upon the performance of ice field navigation in a lifeboat
Name of pr incipal investigator:
Dr. Scott MacKinnon
To be filled out and signed by the participant:
Please check as appropriate:
I have read the consent Yes ( } No ( }
I have had the opportunity to ask questions/to discuss this study. Yes (} No ( }
I have received satisfactory answers to all of my questions. Yes (} No ( }
I have rece ived enough information about the study. Yes { } No ( }
I have spoken to Dr. MacKinnon and he has answe red my questions Yes (} No { }
I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study
• at any time
• without having to give a reaso n
Yes (} No ( }
I understand that it is my choice to be in the study and that I may not benefit. Yes ( }
No ( }
I agree to be video/audio taped
I agree to take part in this study.
Signature of participant
Signature of witness (if applicable)
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Date
Date
Yes (} No ( }
Yes {} No (}
To be signed by the investigator or person obtaining consent
I have explained this study to the best of my ability. I invited questions and gave answers.
I believe that the participant fully understand s what is involved in being in the study, any
potenti al risks of the study and that he or she has freely chosen to be in the study.
Signature of investigator/person obtaining consent Date
Telephone number:
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Appendix D: Notes from Group 1 Standard Training
Procedures for operational checks required before using th e
launching system and lowering the lifeboat in conditions where sea -
Ice is present
P'ep arations for Launching
1 Oversldelightlngls5wtchedonendswungout If required
2 An observation of Ice conditions in launch area to sea If a safe launch ISpossible
Isconducled.Mayneedtcmovetoanaltematelifeboatlfasafelaunchis
ImpOsStblo. lnform bndge of lce conclllons, Bncue lnlorms mscue or supply
vessel to use propeller wash to cioa r launch men of pack tee u avm! able and k..Q
condinons allow for II
3 . The responsible crewman brings tht:SART (Sean; I ..Hll1 Rescue Rada r
Tr::mc;ron(h~r)lothemll~tp.ringarAa
4. The helmsman or other designated person cnecks tne uper atrcn 01 the portable
VHF radlo tclcphonc a"d brin~5.ttomu3tcnngDroa
5. Theheimsmananddesigratediaunchlngcrewentertheboatandcarryoulthe
rulu'l\U1Yla'::tk~
I Close bottom pluq
II SWltchbattenestoope"cltlngposltlOn(lfnec~ssary J
III Disconnect chargmg cable
6 Designated persons on the deck carry out the following tasks and check s
I RpmovesnQ..vand ICe around launch station that could irnoece Ioacmo ot
personnel Therem"lybeaneed{orrceantl"shf,:provislons(eg sand)
arounjthecrnbarkahondeckfde-tClnglSllotdonC 1n'1n1C
I Conduct an Axlp.norlnspp.ctlor tnp.n~llrP. nosnrw r.1no or ohstrucnons
~:~~io hamper 'he launch or Will affect the I feooat once II enters the
" ~~:~rethat no outboard rnamtenance pendants are connected to the
rv Add.tronal eqUlpmt?nt IS pa";J'iedto crown-en In the boat to bH slowed
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Paqe I t
v Checklaunchlngr:ln"'i'lforohstnJCIOnSS IIChilslCp..mddehns.lfallclear
theyconlactbndgeandreport -readyforboard''lg lt not ctear thev wa tt
fora suitable launch area orgeta rescue or standby vessel to use
propeller wash to clear launch area of pack Ice
V1 The bndge will g,ve order to board the boat and launch Page ,2
Embarkat ion
2. The lastpersontoboardreconfinnsthatlaunchingarea,sclear
3. All doors and portholes are closed
L aunch ing the Boat
1 Mrlkp.sllrAthrltaIlWAhoilt ICtshingsareremcvedbeforpl;wnr.hino
2. rr possiore have a rescue vessel. supply vessel or someone suuonboard tne snm
or platform tomonrtartho launch area di.rinq launch
3. Pwllthecontrolwlfeintopofthehatch. Pulling down on the control wire hftsthe
~~~~:~tnd starts the de-scent. Reled~il1g 'I dlJ~lie~ the brake and stops the
4 Tba wmch has a two-speed tower nq systern wrtn a nycraunc speed controller
Thc low speed should be used during turn-out of the cavu anc the high speed
should be used for the descent ard is fixed by the hydraulICspeed cantroller and
ca-mot be aciusted by the remote contra , wife
Duing turn -out of the davit a gentleoulishoulC be apphe t tc the remote control
wife and the wnch Will operate at low speed W~en the lowenng blocks/hook
~:k=cll~:~~Jhe riavII head . pull harder on the "lfe and Ihe high speed mace \\111
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Appendix E: Notes from Group 2 Classroom Tutorial on Ice
Navigation
Tutorial Outl ine
Lifebo at (TEMPSC) in Ice Tutori al
VAST Project
May7 'h& 8'h, 2010
1- Sea-ice
Sea Ice Formation
" The first sign of freezing on the sea is an oily
appearance of the water caused by the formation
of needle-like crystals.Thesecrystals are pure
ice, free of salt. They increase in number unt il the
sea is covered bya slush ofa th ick, soupy
consistency.
" Ice wi ll form first in shallow water, near the coast
or over shoals or banks, and parti cularly in bays,
inlets, and straits in which there are no curre nts,
and in areas of low salinity (near the mouths of
rivers, fo r instance).
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1 Sea-Ice [30 mi nutes )
2 Lifeboat Operat ion in sea-ice -G eneral
Know ledge. [30 minut es)
3 Operation s and Procedur es to op erate a
lifeboat in Sea-ice. [30 minut es]
4 Hazard s associate d wit h operat ing a lifeboat
in Sea-ice. [30 minut es]
Sea Ice Cycle
" Formation
" Growth
" Deformation
- Disintegration
Fresh water freezesat a steadys tateo fO"C.
However, the freezing point of sea wat er is not
only lower than O·C; it also varies depending on
the degree of salin ity . As salinity increases, the
freezing point becomes lower.
Sea Ice Growth
· Once a sheet ofi ce has formed, it can incr ease
in thickness by the freez ing of wat er on its
lower surface. This means that heat must be
removed from th e w ater.
• Wh en the air above th e ice is colder than the
w aterb elowthei ce,heat isr emovedby
cond uct ion through the ice from the water to
th e air abov e.
Sea Ice Deformation
· A5the temperature of sea ice fallsbelow itsfreezlng point,
t he ice expands rapid lv at fi rst , and contin ues to expand but
at a decrea sing rate until a certa in temp erat ure is reached,
after which It contrac ts slight ly.The grea te r the salt content
(salin ity) of t he ice, th e greater t he expansion wi th cool ing
• As a result of th is th ermal expansion, we have pressure
ridges forming on the ice surface at f irst; lat er on, when
~~~;~~i~l~;~lte~;:~~5:~~~:i~;~~:~:~5C:~~~·Cl.
• As t he ice wa rms up, th e ice fir st expands slight ly, closing
anycracks, then contraetsagaln and ata never ·lncreasing
rate as its melt ing poi nt is reached. Thus, during a mild spell
~1~ ~:rf~~~~f~it~~7~e~f the thawing period, wide cracks
Sea Ice Deformation
• Hummoc ks are small hi lls of broken ice which
has been forced upwards by pressure. They
may be fresh or weathered. The weather ing
mayocc urwhen dri fte d snow piles upagains t
a pressure ridge and is partially melted and
compactedintoa solidmass . Or,i tmayoccur
~';i::i:::f"mm"~'Wi"" "dce,
Sea Ice Deformation
• Raft ing occurs when two floes are pressed
togethe r ins uchaway thatone over-ridges
theotherina cont inuousma nner.T he
thickness is obviously doub led where th e
raft ing occursbut th ere is a minim um of
fracturing of the floes. Rafti ng is most
common in the thinn er form s of ice where th e
vertical displacement required is low.
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Sea Ice Defo rm ation
• Pressure ridges can be formed in two ways:
from the pressure exerted onth e ice by the force
of wind or t ide; or from thermal expansion.
• Pressure ridgesoccur mostly in newer ice. Since
newer icei sth emostsaltyandflexible ofi ce
types, the pressure ridges are relatively weak in
strength when newly formed. They are a
navigational hazard because of their thickness,
ratherthanthe ir strength. ~
Sea Ice Deformation
• Ice floes are fo rmed by the cracking and
breakingofa solid ice sheet.
Sea Ice Deformation
• Cracks are forme d w here an ice sheet breaks
andthe floes separate. In low temperatures
they refreeze quick ly and may subseque nt ly
be form s of ridging .
&D
Sea Ice Disintegration Sea Ice Dynami cs
° Disintegrat ion of ice takes place pr imarily ° There are two prim ary forc es th at affect th e
through melting. Me lting occurs w hen the mot ion of pack ice:
temper ature of the ice is raised above its -wind stress (at the top surlace oft he ice), and
f reezing po int. The heat requ ired todothis
-wate r stress (at the bottom of the ice).
comes from two majo r sources:
-~~~ absorption of the sun's radiation by the ice, ---~--- .---~---
- the conductio n of heat from the surro unding air, .:::::....~
water or land.
Sea Ice Dynamics Sea Ice Dynamics
° WindStr ess ° WaterStress
The wind exerts a force on the surfaceof the ice If the pack ice is being blown across ot herw ise
pack,cau singit to move. Furthermore, ridges and st ill wat er, t he water wi ll exert a dragon thehummocks in the pack present a sail area toth e
w ind. This means th at ice having an uneven bo ttom surface of th e ice tend ing to slow it
("rough") surface will move faster than smooth dow n. The rougher the bott om surfa ce, the
ice. In the absence of other forces, open pack ice greater will bethe drag. Simi larly, if the water
will typically move at a speed equivalent to 2%of isi n mot ion becauseof a curr ent , it wi ll drag
the wind speed. th e ice along with it.
Sea Ice Dynamics Sea Ice Type s
° There are t hree mai n types of current :
- permanent current s, such as the l abrador Current
- pe riodic current s, such as t ides
,:.(';0" ,,,,,,1,
- t emporary currents, which are wind induced
° It is essent ial to consider the presen ce of
';.~; ,~
sea current s when estimating the ice drift.
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Sea Ice Forms
arculu plecesoflcl!30cm to3mln dla~ter. up tolOcm ln
tnlckness, wltnralse d rims due to the pieces strikln s 8s.l nst one
Accumul. tlon of floatlns ice madeu p of fr. l me nts not morat h. n 2
m ecrcss. the wreckase of ot her fof'ms of Ice
Arryrel. tlw lyfl ..t plece o f ice leu th.n 20 m across
Arryrel.t ively fliltp iece of ice20morrnor• • cross
~:;l~at:: ~~I:~~~~~~~~~t~frSt.Fast Ice h1cMr
" Pancake Ice
Predominant ly circularp ieces of ice 30 cm to 3
mindiameter, upto 10c mi nt hickness,wi th
raised rims due to the pieces strik ing against
one another.
" Ice Cake
Any relat ivelyflatp ieceof icel ess th an 20 m
Concentr at ion
• The ratio expressed in tenth s (/10 )
describing the area of the water
surface covered by ice as a fraction of
the whole area. Total concentration
includes all stages of development
that are present; partiai
concentration refers to the amou nt of
a particular stage orofa particular
form of ice and represents only a part
of the total.
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" Brash Ice
Accumul ation of flo at ing ice made up of
fragment sn otmorethan 2 m across, the
wreckage of other forms of ice.
"Floe
Any relat ivelyfl atp ieceo f ice 20m ormore
across. Floes are subdivided according to
hor izontal extent as foll ows:
Small : 20-100m across.
Medi um : 100-500 m across.
Big:500 -2,OOOmacross.
Vast : 2-10 km across.
Giant : Greater th an 10 km across.
,,,,,,lo."ho,:
<e.
Ice Egg Code
• The EggCode is organized in four
sections that directly relate to each
other . It is critical to understand that
each of the sections provides a piece of
coded information that is further refined
by the next section . In this way, the Egg
Code offers a complete picture of the ice
condition fora given region .
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Summary of Sea-ice section
1.15e1l·ke' typn
. ld.ntify d~nt tvPe'S of lce
. IdPntl"' _-ice COl'QfttJ1l tlons trom lM"~U codfo·
• Determine se. ee(Of'ICentratiol"ls
;~;~::::::::~:Qn. .~.
~f¥£~~:~-tlW_-'~~I~_t
'f:::.~s::~~ ~or pr.15ur. on "'-ice ancl tM resU It.n t .billty ot .
2 -lIfeboat OperationIn Sea·lce -General Knowledge Start ing the Engine
=~-;"~~S=-'::::~"''::'::'~:==:I::;=:~~
:~:::~~~~,em
o.oc~Ml (oo/¥Il ..... IutwIuI_,""",
(MU~ "l v,...... ... . vt lrl prOC\f'l'pololr1M
IntpKt . llbHhMld holoH;
"hln. S",'em PIoot.lhr . .... /thrul:l'c'w--- in""' IO.. ;
"'"OIhfofu." ..""to............_ ....uo:l.....
~Mt I~ .. .-...-.d.od,.,.. I.. I"'ol1 ...;
". ndse.condltion•.
Owotk olil""""'" ............; "'"'"
La""'" O'O:k• .oI......... .oI..............
~=.~=.~;:=:==--r~~:=.-:~
Engine and Propulsion Systems Engine and Propulsion Systems
• Regulations require that a lifeboat have a power • Thediesele ngineina lifeboat may beair-
start ing system with two independent
coo led whic h may require open ing damp ers torechargeable energy sources or a manual starti ng
system. Power systems are usually dual battery facilit ate airf low. Oth er engi nes may be fresh-
power with a selector switc h and glow plugs or a water coo ledu sing a keel cool ero rm ayb e
hydraulic pump with two hydraulic accumulators
seawatercooledusinga keel cooler or may beand an ethersyste masa cold temperature
starting aid. The hydraulic accumulators are seawa ter cooled requiring the open ing of
pressurized when the engine is running or can be valvestoa l!owwatertobepumpedthrough
pressurizedusinga hand crank. Some lifeboats the cooling system .will also have a mechanical rewind starter as a
backup tothe electrical power system.
Engine and Propulsion Systems Water Spray System
• Thesprinklersystem,when activated,shou ld
• Seawate r cool ed intake syste ms are easily ~~:~ i~~tside air temperature from rising more
clogged by slush andi ce in pack ice
• There are tw o th ings that coxswains need to be
condi ti ons . Keel coolers are Jesslikely to cause concerned with before using the deluge system in
issues, alt hough the y may becom e damaged pack ice conditions. One, thew ater mayq uickly
by ice moving undernea th the craft creati ng freezeafter beingsprayed,coveringthew indows,
whichwillpreventv isibility.s econd,whenthe
leaks. syste m is starts , suction can caus e ice to clog the
intake preventing the system from operating
correctly. Thecoxswain should keep these in
.r;'~~dp~£en choosing where to navigate the
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Launch ing Systems Launching Systems
- Excessive personnel payload - Accident al on-load release ofTEMPS C
- Seawater cocks/jammed; plug cannot be - Wave imp acton TEMPSC
shipped
- Craft rotates during descent
- Access to craft blocked
- TEM PSCl owere d on to ice fl oe
- Craft 'takes con t ro l'
- Moveme nt of 'mother-vessel' whi lst lowering
- Release pins (harbour pins)ja mmed
- Oavit seizes ENSUREALLPERSONNELAREPROPERLYANO
- Winch brake release mechan ism seizes SECURELYSTRAPPEDINTO POSITION
- Falls/w ires/shack lesbreak
Determine the compass heading to a 2 - lI feboatOperatlon lnSea-lce -GeneraIKnowledge
safe area.
~ Summary
- Facto rs
~:~::';;,~;sy".m- Iceconcentration
- Wind
- Current . ,,,,hln.S,,,tom
- locationofresc ue assets
- Wave action
" .nd;.. condll'ons.
-location distance ;'~-l.~nch
- Hazards in the area (debris, atmos pheric. fi re etc.)
Magnetic
Operations and Procedu res to 3 -0peratlons andProcedurestooperateil lifeboilt l"~iI- ice.
operate a lifeboat in Sea-ice. - Perfo rmance Limits
- Oemonstrate - Increased powerofalifeboal hasminimal affect
- Simulator
on the vessel's ability to progressthroughpack
ice.
- Predicttheoutcomeof a weath er forecasto n
- In model tests, ice concentrations ofabout6/10tM
an ice fi eld andthe abilit y of the li feboat to to 7/10 ttlswere found to be limiti ng condi t ions.
cont inue maneuvering. larger floes were found to hinder performance
-Wind speed and direct ion mor e than smaller floes while increasing pow er
• Etfect cn see-lce d id not significantly improve performan ce in ice.
• Effecto n TEMPSC
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4 ·H~z.ards assodated wrth operatl"& a lifeboat Inan lee-field
° Describe hazards associated with operat ing a
life boat in ice fields of varying concentrations.
° Wash back
° Coxswa in does not steer a correct course
° Cork nozzle steering direct ion limited
° Side hatch door stays open
° Propuls ion system fails
• Towing
° StabilityofTEMPSC
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° Air unable to enter air vent
° TEMPSCpushed up onto the ice
° TEMPSCcrushedby ice
° TEMPSChulidamaged by ice
° Deteriora tionofhealthofcrewandTEMPSC
occupant s
° Radio antenna covered by ice
° Rescueve sselunabletofindTEMPSC
° TEMPSChatchdoorsunabletobeopened
Appendix F: Virtual Marine Technologie s Simulator Technology
ComplementingVMT'ssimulationexpertiseisa teamof marinerswithover
70yearsof CoastGuard,teaching and regulatoryexperience. It ist heir
responsibititytoensurethecompany'strainingtoolsenhancesma ll craft
tra ining prog rams and follow interna tionally recog nized training standa rds.
By investing inVMT'ssmallcraftslmu lators,organ izationsare ableto :
"" Increase training frequency and focus
~ Mitigate training and operational risk
... Reducetraining costs
... Watchv ideosofVMPssimulato rv isuals
... Downloadwh itepapersonslmulatkmtra ining
... l£ar nmoreaboutVMTssmalicrafttrainingsimulators
... Request aqu ote
..:u Ila lk llln"M't'nt . S lllt e too
Sf John ,.;.'" \ , 8 , :,,;.. ("nmu la
t + 1 ( "'tH) ~18 h Joh
f m fn (il\ 1II1t"('hn ol og.\ ('a
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Appendix G: Post-Train Questionnaire Part IA
GROUP I PART IA POST -T RAINING QUESTiONNAIRE
DESCR IPT ION AND INSTR UCTIONS
Thi s questio nnaire is asking about your ex periences with the traini ng you had today.
Please circle one response on eac h question that best suites the level of competence or
confidence you fee l for that statement.
Part I
I . How proficient do you feel in your abilities in the pre-start, start, stop and after -
use procedur es of the lifeboat engine?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all proficien t Fully proficient
2. How confident do you feel in your abilities in the pre-start, start, stop and after-
use procedures of the lifeboat engine?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all confident Fully confident
3. How proficient do you feel in your abilities to use the engine monitorin g gauge
function?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all proficient Fully proficient
4. How confident are you in understandi ng the purpose and effec t of a lifeboat's
manoeuvring contro ls?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all confide nt
100
Fully co nfide nt
5. How confident are you in understanding the effec t trim , list, and displacement
have on lifeboat acce leration, speed and turnin g?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all confident Fully confident
6. How confident are you in understandin g the effect waves and wind have on
lifeboat manoeuvring?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all confident Fully confident
7. How confident are you in understanding the procedu res for approaching stationary
objects?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all confident Fully co nfident
8. How proficient do you fee l in your ability to calculate a "Safe Haven Heading"?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all proficient Fully proficient
9. How proficient do you feel, that if demanded, you could navigate a lifeboat within
an ice field?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all proficient
\0 1
Fully proficient
Appendix H: Post-Train Questionn aire Part IB
GROUP 2 PART IB POST-TRAIN ING QUESTIONNAIRE
DESCRIPTION AND INSTRUCTION S
This questionnaire is asking about your experiences with the trainin g you had today.
Please circle one response on each question that best suites the level of proficiency or
confidence you feel for that statement.
Part 1-8
10. How well do you think you will be able to navigate through ice?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all Very well
II . Do you feel you would likely sustain damage to the lifeboat in an ice field?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all likely Very likely
12. At what maximum concentration of ice do you think you are able to navigate through?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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Appendix I: Post-Train Questionnaire Part II
GROUP 3 PART II POST -TRAINING QUESTIONNAIRE
DESCRIPTION AND INSTR UCTIONS
This questionnaire is asking about your experie nces with the training you had today.
Please circle one response on each question that best suites the level of proficiency or
confidence you feel for that statement.
Part II
I. How responsive was the simulated enviro nment to actions that you initi ated (or
performed)?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all responsive Very responsive
2. How natu ral did your interactions with the simulated enviro nment seem?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
lot at allnatural
natural
3. How completely were all of your senses engaged ?
Very
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at al! Completely
4. How much did the visual aspects of the simulated environment involve you?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at al! involved
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Ful!y involved
5. How much did the audi tory aspects of the simulated environment involv e you ?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% I {)()%
Not at all invo lved Fully involved
6. How natural was the mechanisms that controlled movement through the simulated
environment?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% Ioos
Not at all natural Very natur al
7. How inconsistent or disconnect ed was the information comin g from your various
senses?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% I{)()%
Very disconnected Not very disconnected
8. How much did your experienc es in the simulated environment see m consistent
with your real-world experi ences?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 1{)()%
Very inconsistent Very consistent
9. Were you able to anticipate what would happen next in the simulated environment
in response to the actions that you performed ?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 1{)()%
Not very easy to anticipat e
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Very easy to anticipate
10. How involved were you in the simulated environment experienc e?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not very involved Very involved
II . How much delay did you experience between your actions and expected
outcomes?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Very little delay A lot of delay
12. How quickly did you adjust to the simulated environment experience?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not very quickly Very quickly
13. How proficient in moving and interacting with the simulated environment did you
feel at the end of the experience?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not very proficient Very proficient
14. Did you learn new techniques that enabled you to improve your performance?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
No techniqu es at all
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Many new techniques
Appendix J: Post-Test Questionnaire
Post Testing Debriefin g Questionnaire
DESCRIPTION AND INSTR UCTIONS
Thi s questionn aire is asking about your experiences with the testing you had today. Please
circle one response on each question that best suites the level of proficiency or confi dence
you fee l for that statement.
I . What were the cha llenges you faced during testing?
2. What would better prepare you to face these challenges ?
3. What would help prepare you better for the ice trials?
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4. How effective did you find the training?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all effective Fully effective
5. How well do you think you navigated the ice field during the testing?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not very well
6. How well do you feel you can navigate through ice in the future?
Very well
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not well at all Fully well
7. At what maximum concentration of ice do you think you are able to navigate through
in the future?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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Appendix K: Chi Squared Test
Chi-Square Tes ts
Asymp. Sig.
Value kif (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 13.951a ~ .001
ikelih ood Ratio 17.269 ~ .000
Linear-by-Linear 2.658 I .103
Association
N of Valid Cases 114
Directional Measures
Asymp . Approx. Approx.
Value lstd. Errora ~ Sig.
Nomin al byLambd a Symmetric .116 .031 3.3 11 .00 1
Nomin al Type of Training .139 .04 1 3.3 11 .001
Dependent
Did they pass .000 .000
Dependent
Goodm an andType of Training .062 .022 .oor'
Kruskaltau Dependent
Did they pass .122 .051 .00 1d
Dependent
a. Not assuming the null hypothesis,
b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
c. Cannot be comput ed because the asymptotic standard error equals zero.
d. Based on chi-square approx imation
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Pass/Fail Full Data Set
Appendix L: Full Data Set - Pass/Fails and Performance Measurements
Participant Group Dav Time NS SN ES EN NWSE SENW Totals
4 1 1 PM P P P P F P
6 1 2PM P P F P P P
7 1 2 AM P F F P F F
12 1 3 PM P F P F P P
13 1 3PM P P P P P P
18 1 5 AM F F P P P P
Fails 1 3 2 1 2 1 10
Passes 5 3 4 5 4 5 26
2 2 1 PM P P P F P F
9 2 4AM P P F P P P
11 2 3 AM P P P P P F
15 2 3 PM P F P F P P
16 2 3PM P F F P P P
17 2 4 AM P P F P P P
19 2 5AM F F F P P P
Fails 1 3 4 2 0 2 12
Passes 6 4 3 5 7 5 30
1 3 1AM P P P F F P
3 3 1 PM P P P P P P
5 3 1PM P P P P P P
8 3 5AM P F P P P P
10 3 3 AM P P P P P F
14 3 3 PM P P P P P P
Fails 0 1 0 1 1 1 4
Passes 6 5 6 5 5 5 32
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Group 1 Performance Measurements
PARTICIPANT Path Length Time through Steering Nozzle #oflmpacts Max. Impact
Course Executions Severity
4
NS 63.77 56.84 9.00 1 0.17
SN 66.26 77.04 11.00 3.00 0.32
ES 59.28 61.60 9.00 2.00 0.15
EN 77.95 161.62 12.00 3.00 0.42
NWSE 62.15 57.44 7.00 3.00 0.22
SENW 52.11 58.18 14.00 1.00 0.31
6
NS 65.43 60.36 11.00 1.00 0.11
SN 68.92 81.46 10.00 6.00 0.26
ES 58.79 63.10 11.00 7.00 0.21
EN 56.77 63.86 8.00 2.00 0.16
NWSE 67.22 74.88 11.00 3.00 0.18
SENW 64.01 76.10 9.00 2.00 0.22
7
NS 62.29 71.22 13.00 2.00 0.29
SN 36.16 26.24 9.00 5.00 0.25
ES 59.10 79.02 19.00 3.00 0.17
EN 71.45 144.72 9.00 4.00 0.31
NWSE 72.92 65.74 12.00 6.00 0.31
SENW 60.89 48.90 8.00 4.00 0.22
12
NS 63.33 71.92 12.00 1.00 0.39
SN 59.25 126.78 12.00 5.00 0.37
ES 58.75 65.52 10.00 3.00 0.17
EN 58.16 61.04 6.00 3.00 0.30
NWSE 61.47 71.04 18.00 4.00 0.18
SENW 63.60 63.66 11.00 5.00 0.29
13
NS 67.07 62.94 8.00 1.00 0.17
SN 66.95 56.96 11.00 3.00 0.17
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ES 67.34 68.32 11.00 2.00 0 .16
EN 60.65 74.64 14.00 4.00 0.34
NWSE 61.81 68.92 8.00 5.00 0.25
SENW 71.69 82.28 10.00 3.00 0.27
18
NS 65.42 55.12 9.00 3.00 0.44
SN 47.07 47.54 10.00 2.00 0.18
ES 63.31 52.38 9.00 3.00 0.29
EN 64.11 53.22 8.00 9.00 0.31
NWSE 63.28 68.64 11.00 5.00 0 .36
SENW 67.05 53.28 7.00 8.00 0 .34
Group 2 Performance Measurements
PARTICIPANT Path Length Time through Steering Nozzle #oflmpacts Max. Impact
Course Executions Severity
2
NS 64.62 79.00 11.00 4.00 0.2 0
SN 67.54 70.32 9.00 3.00 0.11
ES 67.24 93.40 10.00 1.00 0.15
EN 52.27 60.96 3.00 2.00 0 .20
NWSE 72.39 56.18 9.00 1.00 0.24
SENW 60.90 71.48 8.00 2.00 0.14
9
NS 65.84 81.72 8.00 4.00 0.23
SN 67.70 85.16 13.00 2.00 0.37
ES 50.95 54.50 15.00 7.00 0.20
EN 80.18 127.04 17.00 6.00 0. 20
NWSE 65.52 81.22 8.00 6.00 0 .39
SENW 57.62 61.00 5.00 1.00 0. 13
11
NS 65.16 69.30 10.00 1.00 0.20
SN 69.70 64.64 8.00 2.00 0.34
III
ES 76.52 107.40 8.00 4.00 0.36
EN 74.56 103.18 4.00 4.00 0.53
NWSE 64.22 86.36 12.00 6.00 0.34
SENW 76.89 109.94 13.00 4.00 0.36
15
NS 63.03 64.08 16.00 1.00 0.31
SN 64.35 59.32 8.00 5.00 0.35
ES 58.13 61.98 14.00 3.00 0.21
EN 59.92 50.56 13.00 6.00 0.18
NWSE 57.68 51.20 16.00 0.00 0.00
SENW 59.23 51.48 15.00 4.00 0.24
16
NS 63.71 76.56 16.00 2.00 0.32
SN 58.21 48.64 11.00 0.00 0.00
ES 69.91 76.66 15.00 5.00 0.17
EN 57.30 53.48 9.00 4.00 0.28
NWSE 72.11 86.26 18.00 2.00 0.19
SENW 57.44 48.00 9.00 1.00 0.24
17
NS 65.17 62.76 8.00 7.00 0.37
SN 63.80 88.12 12.00 2.00 0.14
ES 56.16 54.34 15.00 3.00 0.30
EN 64.37 90.66 20.00 6.00 0.24
NWSE 66.31 72.28 7.00 5.00 0.15
SENW 71.22 84.06 11.00 3.00 0.18
19
NS 67.27 66.58 13.00 3.00 0.40
SN 67.55 66.32 13.00 3.00 0.31
ES 67.42 72.46 12.00 3.00 0.45
EN 71.35 82.50 13.00 2.00 0.28
NWSE 68.33 64.12 15.00 1.00 0.57
SENW 48.84 58.38 14.00 4.00 0.20
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Group 3 Performance Measurements
PARTICIPANT Path Length Time through Steering Nozzle # of lmpacts Max. Impact
Course Execut ions Severity
1
NS 68.03 59.26 12.00 1.00 0.11
SN 73.66 77.80 17.00 0.00 0.00
ES 57.48 61.92 13.00 3.00 0.28
EN 64.70 66.42 15.00 5.00 0.18
NWSE 66.93 67.70 11.00 3.00 0.22
SENW 75.98 76.14 13.00 2.00 0.32
3
NS 73.29 66.54 10.00 3.00 0.30
SN 71.97 84.11 8.00 3.00 0.22
ES 58.61 58.42 8.00 2.00 0,47
EN 62.01 74.16 10.00 6.00 0.27
NWSE 73.34 74.26 8.00 3.00 0.45
SENW 77.53 85.44 7.00 2.00 0.12
5
NS 62.98 56.72 16.00 4.00 0.26
SN 62.96 61.96 15.00 2.00 0.24
ES 58.71 53.94 18.00 1.00 0.15
EN 70.52 67.48 14.00 5.00 0.25
NWSE 63.85 59.14 12.00 1.00 0.16
SENW 61.02 70.22 16.00 6.00 0.29
8
NS 69.57 67.08 10.00 3.00 0.14
SN 62.02 65.26 14.00 4.00 0.15
ES 71.77 77.06 13.00 7.00 0.21
EN 66.08 78.60 12.00 4.00 0.30
NWSE 60.00 57.58 15.00 1.00 0.59
SENW 53.06 53.98 13.00 0.00 0.00
10
NS 65.26 73.18 10.00 1.00 0.12
SN 72.20 87.90 14.00 3.00 0.22
ES 51.29 66.38 10.00 5.00 0.24
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EN 86.69 103.44 14.00 4.00 0.32
NWSE 63.77 76.70 14.00 3.00 0.21
SENW 61.37 63.70 16.00 1.00 0.14
14
NS 78.80 105.52 11.00 6.00 0.22
SN 66.65 61.66 12.00 1.00 0.11
ES 67.74 103.48 9.00 3.00 0.26
EN 63.27 76.96 13.00 3.00 0.33
NWSE 61.71 80.04 12.00 1.00 0.23
SENW 68.82 75.50 7.00 2.00 0.12
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NS ANOVA
Appendi x M: ANO VAs for Directional Based Runs
Sum of Mean
S uares df S uare F Si.
Number of impacts Between 10.274 2 5.137 1.700 .214
Groups
Within Groups 48.357 16 3.022
Total 58.632 18
Average impact severity Between .004 2 .002 1.352 .287
Groups
With in Groups .026 16 .002
Total .030 18
Number of rudder Between 6.896 2 3.448 .475 .631
exec utions Groups
With in Groups 116.262 16 7.266
Total 123.158 18
Average time between Between 15.930 2 7.965 1.136 .346
rudder ex Group s
Within Groups 112.202 16 7.013
Total 128.132 18
Path length through Between 98.226 2 49.1 13 4.135 .036
course Group s
Within Groups 190.047 16 11.878
Total 288 .272 18
Time through course Between 285 .621 2 142.810 1.051 .372
Groups
Within Groups 2173.383 16 135.836
Total 2459.004 18
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Post Hoc Test NS Multiple Compa risons
Path Ien9th through LSD Standa rd STCW STCW +c1assroom -.41976 1.91742 .829 -4.4845 3.8450
course training Simulationtrainin -5. 10333' 1.98980 .02 1 -9.3215 -.885 1
STCW + classroom Standard STCW .41976 1.91742 .829 -3.8450 4.4845
training
Simulationtrainin -4.68357 1.91742 .027 -8.7483 -.6 188
Simulation training Standard STCW 5.10333 1.98980 .02 1 .8851 9.3215
training
STCW+classroom 4.68357 1.91742 .027 .6188 8 .7483
Sanferron Standa rd STCW STCW+classroom -.41976 1.91742 1.000 -5.5451 4.7056
training Simulation trainin -5.10333 1.98980 .062 -10 .4221 .2155
STCW + classroom Standard STCW .41976 1.91742 1.000 -4.7056 5.545 1
training
Simulation trainin -4.68357 1.91742 080 -9.8089 4418
Simulation training Standard STCW 5.10333 1.98980 .062 -.2155 10.422 1
training
STCW + classroom 4.68357 1.91742 .080 -.4418 9.8089
SN ANOVA
Sum of Mean
Sauares df S uare F Sia.
Number of impacts Between 11.979 2 5.989 2.622 .104
Groups
Within Groups 36.548 16 2.284
Total 48.526 18
Average impact severity Between .004 2 .002 .508 .611
Groups
Within Grou ps .058 16 .004
Total .061 18
Number of rudder Between 32.084 2 16.042 3.109 .072
execu tions Groups
Within Groups 82.548 16 5.159
Total 114.632 18
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Average time between Between 38.926 2 19.463 2.328 .130
rudder ex Groups
Within Groups 133.773 16 8.361
Total 172.699 18
Path length through Between 382.949 2 191.474 2.837 .088
course Groups
Within Groups 1079.923 16 67.495
Total 1462.872 18
Time through course Between 66.1 12 2 33.056 .068 .935
Groups
Within Groups 7833.337 16 489.584
Total 7899.449 18
Post Hoc Test SN Multiple Comparisons
Dependent Var iable (I) Group distinction (J) Groupdis tinction Mean 95% Confidence Interval
Difference Std. Lower Upper
I·J Error SiQ. Bound Bound
Number 01impacts LSD Standa rd STe W STCW +c1assroom 1.571 .841 .080 ·.2 1 3.35
training Simulationtrainin 1.833 .873 052 ·.02 3.68
STCW+c1assroom Standard STe W -1.571 .84 1 .080 -3.35
.2 '
training
Simulationtrainin 262 .84 1 .759 -1.52 2.04
Simula tion training Standard STe W · 1.833 .873 .052 -3.68 .02
training
STCW .ctassroom -262 .84 1 .759 ·2.04 1.52
Sanferren Standard STe W STCW + class room 1.571 .84 1 .240 -.68 3.82
training Simulation trainin 1.833 .873 .156 ·.50 4.17
STCW + classroom Standard STe W -1.571 .841 .240 -3.82 .68
training
Simulation trainin 262 .841 1.000 " .99 2.51
Simulation training Standard STeW - '. 833 873 .156 -4.17 .50
training
STCW +c lassroom - 262 .84 1 1.000 -2.51 1.99
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Path length through LSD Standard STCW STCW + classroom -8.11500 4.57071 .095 -17.8045 1.5745
course training Simulation trainin -10.80833 4.74325 .037 -20.8636 -.7531
STCW +c1assroom Standard STCW 8.11500 4.57071 .095 -1.5745 17.8045
training
Simulation trainin -2.69333 4.57071 .564 -12.3628 6.9961
Simulation training Standard STCW 10.80833 4.74325 037 .7531 20.8636
training
STCW + classroom 2.69333 4.57071 .564 -6.9961 12.3828
Sanferron Standard STCW STCW+c1assroom -8.11500 4.57071 .285 -20.3326 4.1026
training SimuJation trainin -10 .80833 4.74325 .110 -23.4872 1.8705
STCW + classroom Standard STCW 8.11500 4.57071 .285 -4.1026 20.3326
training
Slmulation trainin -2.69333 4.57071 1.000 -14.9110 9.5243
Simulat ion training Standard STCW 10.80833 4.74325 110 -1.8705 23.4872
training
STCW + c1assroom 2.69333 4.57071 1.000 -9.5243 14.9110
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ES ANOVA
Sum of Mean
Sauares df S uare F Sia.
Number of impacts Between .475 2 .237 .061 .941
Groups
Within Groups 62.262 16 3.891
Total 62.737 18
Average impac t severi ty Between .002 2 .001 .847 .447
Groups
Within Groups .015 16 .001
Total .016 18
Number of rudder Between 5.185 2 2.593 .223 .802
exec utions Groups
Within Groups 185.762 16 11.610
Total 190.947 18
Average time between Between 16.295 2 8.148 .761 .483
rudder ex Groups
With in Groups 171.316 16 10.707
Total 187.61 2 18
Path length throu gh Between 33.446 2 16.723 .326 .726
course Groups
Within Groups 820.716 16 51.295
Total 854.162 18
Time through course Between 285 .647 2 142.824 .515 .607
Groups
Within Group s 4434.752 16 277.172
Total 4720.4 00 18
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EN ANOVA
Sum of Mean
Squares df Square F Sig.
Number of impacts Between .343 2 .172 .049 .952
Groups
Within Groups 55.762 16 3.485
Total 56.105 18
Average impact severity Between .001 2 .000 .148 .864
Groups
Within Groups .028 16 .002
Total .029 18
Number of rudder Between 36.756 2 18.378 .977 .398
executions Groups
Within Groups 300.929 16 18.808
Total 337 .684 18
Average time between Between 78.462 2 39.231 1.115 .352
rudder ex Groups
Within Groups 562.924 16 35.183
Total 641 .386 18
Path length through Between 54.633 2 27.3 16 .318 .732
course Groups
Within Groups 1373.462 16 85.841
Total 1428.094 18
Time through course Between 788.3 09 2 394.154 .374 .694
Groups
Within Groups 16874.054 16 1054.628
Total 17662.363 18
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NWSEANOVA
Sum of Mean
Sauares df Sauare F Si .
Number of impacts Between 16.456 2 8.228 2.468 .116
Grou s
Within Groups 53.333 16 3.333
Total 69.789 18
Average impact Between .004 2 .002 .347 .712
severity Grou s
Within Groups .081 16 .005
Total .084 18
Number of rudder Between 3.467 2 1.734 .129 .880
executions Grou s
Within Groups 215.690 16 13.481
Total 219. 158 18
Average time between Between 2.639 2 1.320 .110 .896
rudder ex Groups
Within Groups 191.896 16 11.993
Total 194.535 18
Path length through Between 14.064 2 7.032 .307 .740
course Groups
Within Grou s 366.406 16 22.900
Total 380.469 18
Time through course Between 35.867 2 17.933 .155 .857
Groups
Within Groups 1845.819 16 115.364
Total 1881.686 18
SENWANOVA
Sum of Mean
S uares df S uare F Sia.
Number of impacts Between 8.694 2 4.347 1.102 .356
Groups
Within Groups 63.095 16 3.943
Tota l 71.789 18
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Average impact severity Between .013 2
Groups
Within Groups .039 16
Total .052 18
Number of rudder Between 14.264 2
executions Groups
Within Groups 192.262 16
Total 206.526 18
Average time between Between 5.886 2
rudder ex Groups
Within Groups 266.485 16
Total 272.370 18
Path length through Between 68.802 2
course Groups
Within Groups 1197.958 16
Total 1266.761 18
Time through course Between 167.212 2
Groups
Within Groups 4289.163 16
Total 4456.375 18
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.007 2.733 .095
.002
7.132 .594 .564
12.016
2.943 .840
16.655
34.401 .459 .640
74.872
83.606 .312 .736
268.073
Appendi x N: Full Post-Test Data Set
Responses to Post-Test Questionnaire - General Questions
Question 1: What were the challenges you faced durin g testing?
Responses:
different boat
not hitting docks
wind, docks, entering at certain point
wind, docks, barrels
avoiding obstacles, wind, difficult to see front of boat
window too small, uncomf ortable driver's seat, stee ring in wind and waves, suit was bulky
limited visibility, steering at slow speed, fear of getting propeller caught in lifeboat lines
wind , waves, steering difficulties, visibility
foggy windows, obstacles , wind , steering difficulti es
steering difficulty due to throttle gove rned, visibility through windows and only one set of
eyes to navigate through the field
visibility, steering
steering, visibility
uncomfortable driver's seat, confusion with direction to proceed through field
inabi lity to see obstacles, visibility
Steering
wind, steering
visibility, steering in wind and waves
unclear directions, wind, visibility
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view of field
wind , small space in lifeboat , heat from wearin g immersion suit, uncomfortable driver 's seat
Question 2: What would better prepare you to face these challenges?
Responses:
time in boat
more trainin g
obstacle course before to ease into small ice field
practice, handlin g the boat
more awa reness of course, direction was difficult to figure out, steering was difficult
train ing in wind and waves, virtual train ing, better fitting suit, more lifeboat driving
more time on water
more lifeboat driving to improve turnin g
maneu verin g training at low speeds, more time and experience with boat with challenges
present
more experience operating the lifeboat, rudder position indicator, training in simulator
more and bigger windo ws, more experience behind the wheel
more time driving lifeboat
better expected percepti on of field, training in tight maneuvering
more visibility, more train ing in the lifeboat
more trainin g for steering accuracy
more trainin g in both the real lifeboat and in the simulator
time in the real lifeboat to get acquainted
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practice runs to get a handle of the lifeboat
better visibility
a bigger boat with a coo ling system, more practice in wind conditions
Question 3: What would help prepare you better for ice trials?
Responses:
nothin g
trainin g
unsure
more time in boat
being away of the perimeter, having a destination instead of a direction
practice driving the lifeboat, simulation training
simulator
more obstacle avoidance trainin g, training in open water gave false sense of what to expect
because of nice weather and lack of wind and waves
maneuvering around obstacles, slow increase in degree of ice cove r
more trainin g in real life simulated ice fields and in a simulator , ice education focused on
present ing possible routes based on what is visible from the cockpit
more knowledge about certain types of ice, learnin g how much contact with ice a vesse l can
experience, snowboarding experience
expecting different ice scenarios
better trainin g for test conditions, in steeri ng and visibilit y
more simulator trainin g
more training and practice in ice in the simulator
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more practice in the simulator with ice cove red waters, adding wind to simulator effec ts
simulator trainin g was good to prepare for maneuvering lifeboat through ice
more trainin g in real lifeboat and simulator
more time in the simulator
reviewing what was taught in class, more time simulator
Responses to Post-Test Questionnaire - Specific Questions
Question 4: How effective did you find the training?
Question 5: How well do you think you navigated the ice field durin g the testing?
Question 6: How well do you feel you can navigate through ice in the future?
Question 7: At what maximum concentration of ice do you think you are able to navigate
through in the future?
Grou 01 02 03 04
1 4 6 4 3
1 8 9 8 7
1 10 6 7 6
1 4 6 5 7
I 4 1 1 2
1 3 3 3 4
Avera e 5.50 5.17 4.67 4.83
Standard Deviation 2.81 2.79 2.58 2.14
2 6 6 6 4
2 3 3 4 1
2 6 7 6 3
2 5 7 7 4
2 10 7 6 3
2 9 9 8 3
2 5 2 4 3
Avera e 6.29 5.86 5.86 3.00
Standard Deviation 2.43 2.48 1.46 1.00
3 7 6 5 1
3 7 6 6 5
3 8 5 7 6
3 8 7 8 3
3 8 7 7 6
3 8 9 8 7
Avera e 7.60 6.20 6.60 4.20
Standard Deviation 0.52 1.37 1.17 2.25
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